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DIS CLOS URE REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING S TATEMENTS

This Report, including any documents which may be incorporated by reference into this Report, contains “For
within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Ac
statements other than statements of historical fact are “Forward-Looking Statements” for purposes of these provisions, in
revenues or other financial items, any statements of the plans and objectives of management for future operations, a
proposed new products or services, any statements regarding future economic conditions or performance, and any s
underlying any of the foregoing. All Forward-Looking Statements included in this document are made as of the date
information available to us as of such date. We assume no obligation to update any Forward-Looking Statement. In som
Statements can be identified by the use of terminology such as “may,” “will,” “expects,” “plans,” “anticipates,” “intends
“potential,” or “continue,” or the negative thereof or other comparable terminology. Although we believe that the exp
Forward-Looking Statements contained herein are reasonable, there can be no assurance that such expectations or any
Statements will prove to be correct, and actual results could differ materially from those projected or assumed in the For
Future financial condition and results of operations, as well as any Forward-Looking Statements are subject to inhere
including any other factors referred to in our press releases and reports filed with the Securities and Exchange Commissio
Forward-Looking Statements attributable to the Company or persons acting on its behalf are expressly qualified in their en
statements. Additional factors that may have a direct bearing on our operating results are described under “Risk Factors” an
Introductory Comment

Throughout this Annual Report on Form 10-K, unless otherwise indicated or the context otherwise requires, the
B6 Sigma, Inc., a Delaware corporation, which, until the short-form merger referenced below, was our wholly-owned, oper
September 2010; the terms the “Company,” “Sigma,” “we,” “us” and “our” refer to Sigma Labs, Inc., together with B6 Sigm
29, 2015, we conducted substantially all of our operations through B6 Sigma. On December 29, 2015, we completed a shor
into Sigma. As a result, B6 Sigma became part of Sigma and no longer exists as a subsidiary.
PART I
ITEM 1. BUS INES S .
S ummary

Sigma is a software company that has developed quality assurance software known as PrintRite3D®, which Sigm
problems that have prevented large-scale metal part production using 3D printers...real-time computer-aided inspection
example, has stated that it plans to commit $3.5 billion by 2020 to, among other things, build a metal 3D production facil
other engines to produce the applicable 3D printed parts. However, without companies like GE Aviation effectively being
shape, density, strength and consistency real-time during the manufacturing process, we believe that such companies will
major problems currently preventing large-scale metal 3D production. We believe that our software, which is positioned “in
solves these problems by assuring each part is being made to the specifications of the computer file as it is being made. We
become 3D manufacturing. Instead of performing quality assurance (“QA”) post production, our PrintRite3D® soft
redefine conventional QA by embedding quality assurance and process control into the manufacturing process in real t
applications directed to our In-Process Quality Assurance™ (“IPQA®”) procedure for advanced manufacturing. In addit
core PrintRite3D® software will enable our customers to combine their advanced manufacturing technologies with our
achieve both cost savings and stronger parts. Vertical markets that we believe would benefit from our technology and s
defense, bio-medical, power generation, and oil & gas industries. We provide our software products to customers in the for
(“SaaS”).
About 3D Printing

3D printing (“3DP”) or additive manufacturing (“AM ”) is changing the world by going directly from computer
printing has been applied to the manufacture of plastic parts for several years. 3D manufacturing of metal parts involve
energy source at a layer of powdered metal and melting it. These layers become melted together from the bottom up. Re
manufacturing for metal products were $88.1 million in 2015 (Wohlers Report 2016, 3D Printing and Additive M anufactur
Annual Worldwide Progress Report).
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The application of 3D printing to high-tolerance, precision manufactured metal parts has only recently emerged.
today represents only a minor percentage of all 3D manufacturing. However, we believe the greatest future growth for 3D
metal parts given the interest and investment being made by Fortune 100 companies, Federal government laboratorie
university-based institutions. Emphasis from these high-end manufacturers and technology leaders is strongly focused
manufacturing for high-tolerance parts. We believe the on-going success of 3D printing for metal parts will be highly de
assurance procedure used such as our PrintRite3D® methodology.
About Quality Assurance in 3D Printing

Current methods for providing quality are cost prohibitive because approximately 25% of parts produced b
destroyed in the post-production quality control process. Additional costs are incurred by using non-traditional x-ray sca
parts. We offer our clients the ability to use real-time sensors to track each layer, and our software continuously analyzes
finished we know if it is production quality. We believe our PrintRite3D® software could reduce inspection costs by a fac
time for new parts by 50% or more.

By using PrintRite3D® software, a high-precision manufacturer would have the ability to offer its customers, on
guarantees and assurances that its product was produced in compliance with stringent quality requirements. Initial orders h
Aviation, Honeywell Aerospace, Aeroject Rocketdyne, Woodward, Siemens and Pratt & Whitney.

We believe there is potential for our PrintRite3D® software to be incorporated into a majority of 3D metal
companies like Electro-Optical Systems (“EOS”), Additive Industries, Concept Lasers, Trumpf Lasers, Renishaw, Sentrol,
S igma’s Cloud-Based IIoT S olutions

The process of making a 3D printed part could start with our customers loading a CAD model of the part into t
Figure 1. Next, CAE/CAM instructions are sent to the 3D printer (see “B”, as shown in Figure 1). M etal powder in the
onto the build platform where a laser beam or other energy focused onto the build platform melts each successive layer o
increments. Our CAI sensors (see “C” in Figure 1) detect, record, analyze and compare the part as it is being made layerspecifications and physical reference points for quality assurance during the manufacturing. Our software certifies the sh
density of each part, which eliminates the need to: (1) destroy a large percentage of the parts during process validation and
assurance; and (2) retain all of the metal as opposed to cutting pieces and wasting metal.

Our PrintRite3D® CAI web-based software (see “D” in Figure 1) is being designed to reside in the Cloud (se
Industrial Internet of Things (“IIoT”). We enable manufacturing engineers to assure the part quality layer-by-layer,
statistical process control and harvest, aggregate, and analyze Big Data from the manufacturing real-time data collecte
SENSORPAK™ (see “C” in Figure 1), as well as post-process manufacturing data collected by our customers (see “E” in F

Our specialized sensor suite (see “C” in Figure 1), known as PrintRite3D® SENSORPAK™, is an IIoT-complia
It contains the modular hardware and software necessary to connect to “cyber-physical” objects (see “B” in Figure 1) li
floor. It allows for bi-directional information flow between the manufacturing floor and the Cloud (see “A” in Figure 1). I
reduction that finishes with our PrintRite3D® CAI software, which provides customers with product guarantees and a
produced in compliance with stringent quality standards. It can collect, analyze, aggregate, filter, and then further co
manufacturing floor to the Cloud (see “A” in Figure 1) and enable links to other areas (see “F” in Figure 1) of the IIoT.
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Figure 1. S igma’s Industrial IoT / PrintRite3D® Cloud Architecture
Business Activities and Industry Applications

Our principal business activities include the continued development and commercialization of our PrintRite3D
with our main focus currently on the 3DP and the AM industry as well as making operational the contract additive manuf
3DP. Our strategy is to continue to leverage our advanced manufacturing knowledge, experience and capabilities through the
·
·
·

Identify, develop and commercialize our quality assurance software Apps for advanced manufacturing technolog
quality in real time as the part is being made and improve process control practices for a variety of industries;
Provide manufacturing process engineering consulting services in respect of our PrintRite3D® CAI quality ass
advanced manufacturing to customers that have needs in developing next-generation technologies for advanced m
and
Build and run a contract manufacturing division for metal 3DP beginning with our EOS M 290 state-of-the-art met
We are presently engaged in the following industry sectors:

·
·

Aerospace and defense manufacturing; and
Energy and power generation.

We also seek to be engaged in the following industry sectors and have begun to develop relationships with lead
such sector:
·
·
·

Bio-medical manufacturing;
Automotive manufacturing; and
Other markets such as firearms and recreational equipment.
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We generate revenues through PrintRite3D® hardware and sensor sales and CAI software licensing of our Pr
customers that seek to improve their manufacturing production processes, and through ongoing annual software upgra
Additionally, we generate revenues from our contract manufacturing activities in metal AM . By running a contract AM serv
to understand the current needs of our customers and where they are going with their next-generation product developm
further allows us a means for continuing/self-funding our IPQA®-enabled R&D and product development activities for Pr
We provide our AM contract manufacturing services to customers in the form of Quality as a Service (“QaaS”). Startin
cloud-based SaaS model, customers will contract with us for CAE, CAM and CAI services to generate and establish a digit
for AM built parts. Each DQR is cloud-based and allows for archiving and storage of quality data, access to our big data
App for continuous quality monitoring and improvement, and automatic industry benchmarking while maintaining fir
specific data.

In late 2015, we launched two programs − an Early Adopter Program (“EAP”) and an Original Equipment M anu
Program − designed to broaden our market presence and speed adoption of our PrintRite3D® technology. The EAP was d
customers who have an existing, installed base of 3D metal printers and to offer them incentivized pricing in return for f
releases of our PrintRite3D® software Apps. Our OEM Partner Program was specifically designed for AM machine manu
our PrintRite3D® quality assurance software Apps directly into their machines for customers purchasing a turnkey s
machine purchases.

We possess the resident expertise to provide manufacturing materials and process (M &P) engineering services and
using our PrintRite3D® software Apps for metal AM . Accordingly, in addition to our primary business focus, we intend to
providing such manufacturing engineering services and support to businesses licensing our PrintRite3D® software Apps.

Additionally, our President and Chief Executive Officer has worked at or with the Edison Welding Institute, the
of Energy (“DOE”) national laboratories (including the Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory, Bettis Atomic Power Laborat
Laboratory and Sandia National Laboratory) over the last 32 years. Due to his work with the DOE, our President and C
developed extensive relationships with the DOE and its network of national laboratories. Accordingly, we expect to leve
connection with licensing and developing technologies created at such national laboratories for commercialization in the priv
Early-S tage Technology Commercialization and Market Positioning

Since our inception in 2010, we have made progress in bringing early-stage disruptive technology from scientifi
practical reality, as described below.

PrintRite3D® Quality Assurance S oftware for Computer-Aided Inspection of Metal Additive Manufactur

We believe that AM will significantly impact the manufacturing landscape. AM results in very efficient metal uti
demand, and utilizes a wide variety of rapid prototyping methods. As a result of AM , parts can go straight from compute
3D computer models to actual, physical parts through the use of computer-aided engineering (CAE) and computer-aided ma
However, there are severe challenges in connection with 3D printing of metal parts. Current manufacturing processes are n
part right the first time. Also, process consistency and repeatability require further development for metal parts and this is
technologies. Although many industry experts have lamented that 3D Printing for metal parts is limited in current applicati
IPQA®-enabled technology into a hardware and software suite of products for CAI of AM known as PrintRite3D®, wh
some these shortcomings and enable mass production for metals AM technology to be realized sooner than would other
current state of maturity. PrintRite3D® comprises a suite of CAI software apps that address the three fundamental problem
namely: assuring the metal integrity or quality of the product; assuring the as-built geometry of the product; and, increasing
of the AM process.
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Contract Manufacturing for Metal Additive Manufacturing.

According to the Wohlers 2016 Annual Report, industry growth in the service provider segment in 2015 was an
increase of 33% from $2.105 billion in 2014. This market segment grew by 38.9% in 2014, 26.3% in 2013, and 36.4% in
the early stages of adding metal AM systems to supply production parts to aerospace and defense OEM s, such as GE Avia
Aerospace, Pratt & Whitney, and Siemens Turbomachinery. We believe that most AM machines produced through 2016
production applications. They have limited feedback measurement and control sensors to guarantee part quality real time. S
available, such as EOS’s M 290 machine, are beginning to be sold with limited advanced measurement system capability.

We believe that this service provider market segment represents an opportunity for us to capture significant p
metal production parts. Accordingly, we acquired our first EOS M 290 metal printing machine in 2014. Using the M 280 a
improved energy efficiencies, faster build times, and slightly larger build platform capabilities. Through our EOS M 290 m
gain the benefits of many years of M 280-proven applications while accessing the latest in DM LS® technology, as well as
produced using our state-of-the-art PrintRite3D® quality assurance software Apps. We provide our AM contract
customers in the form of Quality as a Service.
A detailed description of our technologies and business follows.
PrintRite3D® Quality Assurance S oftware for Additive Manufacturing
The Market

An area of increasing interest in the manufacturing world is AM or 3DP. AM is a method of producing func
computer design or CAD files without any tooling or other processing.

The sale of AM products and services is expected to exceed $8.8 billion worldwide in 2017. The AM industry is
$15.8 billion in 2019. In 2021, the AM industry is forecasted to grow to about $26.5 billion, all according to the Wohlers 20

M etal parts are a rapidly growing segment of this overall market space as AM or 3D printing moves from just
actual, fully functional parts. Large end users such as Honeywell Aerospace, GEA and Boeing Defense view AM as an
components. A recent report in a series by Deloitte University Press on additive manufacturing published in Fall 2015 tit
Quality Assurance and Parts Qualification”, states that, “[o]ne of the most important barriers is the qualification of AM -p
this issue, in fact, that many characterize quality assurance (QA) as the single biggest hurdle to widespread adoption of A
for metal.” We believe that OEM end user companies as well as first-tier suppliers cannot achieve their long-term AM
advanced quality assurance and control technologies for metal AM parts because current quality control methods are not
cost-effective manufacturing of safety- and performance-critical metal parts. We believe that our PrintRite3D® CAI t
address this “important barrier” for metal parts and allow such AM applications to move forward. In response to this nee
increase in our installed base of PrintRite3D® systems and we are beginning to provide material & process engineering se
PrintRite3D® software licenses for our installed base at GEA, Honeywell Aerospace, Spartacus3D, Additive Industries
M aterial Technologies, LLC, Woodward, Siemens, Pratt & Whitney, and the Edison Welding Institute (“EWI”).
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We have ongoing contracts that include a Phase 3 project with Honeywell Aerospace funded by the Defense A
(“DARPA”) on the application of our PrintRite3D® technology to performance-critical AM metal parts for aerospa
important because it provided an early opportunity to demonstrate how our IPQA®-enabled PrintRite3D® softwa
customers’ reliance on unnecessary post process inspection, ultimately reducing costs and improving quality for AM o
metal components. Also, we were a participant on a GEA led team of companies and universities, which was awarded
National Additive M anufacturing Innovation Institute (“NAM II” or America M akes) titled, “In-Process Quality Assuranc
Production of Aerospace Components”. The contract has the stated objective of maturing our In Process Quality Assuran
for aerospace applications by leveraging a development approach incorporating multiple AM OEM machines, multiple
product intent aerospace components. In support of this effort, we were awarded related contracts from the subcontract
install one of our PrintRite3D® systems and software Apps on a Concept Laser M 2 metal AM machine at Aerojet R
California facility, as well as a contract from Honeywell Aerospace to make initial test specimens for reliability and repe
EOS M 290 printer. We were also part of a large research team, led by the Edison Welding Institute that was awarded a gra
Institute of Standards (“NIST”) to ensure that quality parts are produced and certified for use in products made by a var
supply chains. The emphasis was on providing tools needed for additive manufacturing applications to progress from prot
This program was successfully completed in Fall 2015. We are currently a subcontractor to Honeywell Aerospace who
2015 by America M akes which is designed to address Design for Additive M anufacturing (“DFAM ”) issues. In support o
our EOS M 290 printer to build canonical shapes and mechanical test specimens for evaluation by Honeywell Aerospace.
Technology and Competitive Advantage

The evolution of AM from prototyping to volume manufacturing in production runs is occurring in, and led
appearing in niche products such as medical appliances and replacement parts of diverse applications, including unavaila
deployed but aging technologies. A major problem for 3D metal products production-run manufacturing today is that tradi
heavily on after-manufacture inspection procedures that lack strong statistical reliability in small lot manufacturing. Post-p
test instruments from ultrasound to CT Scans are either not effective or not cost efficient on many complex part configurat
3D capability, and in the case of CT scans, are prohibitively expensive for production cost efficiency. The most
PrintRite3D® is that it develops actionable quality and process control data of manufacturing information in real-tim
detected, can provide manufacturers and their end-users with a part-by-part quality certification backed up by a file of supp

Our PrintRite3D® suite, as described below, is composed of hardware, software, data analytics, and proprietary
is an array of photodiodes, non-contact pyrometer, and a data processing unit that can be either sold with an AM manufa
OEM manufacturer or retrofitted on customers’ sites.
·
·
·

PrintRite3D® SENSORPAK™ – the auxiliary sensor and hardware kit that sits on every AM machine
the software.
PrintRite3D® INSPECT™ – software which verifies quality layer by layer.
PrintRite3D® CONTOUR™ – software which assures the as-built geometry.

The following software modules are currently in development:
·
·

PrintRite3D® ANALYTICS™ – software that harvests, aggregates, and analyzes big data from in-proc
post-process manufacturing data.
PrintRite3D® THERM AL™ – software which predicts the residual stress and distortion in the part.

The proprietary software and its embedded algorithms process the very substantial quantity of layer by lay
informs operators of the Quality Compliance status of each part in a build. We have been active in patent protecting our
quality algorithms to link our analysis to root cause metallurgy for determining the granular quantification of the part co
requirements such as tensile strength. Concurrent with assessing the internal quality features of all parts in a build,
CONTOUR™ module that measures each part’s adherence to the configuration specification of both internal channels
machine manufacturers as well as control system manufacturers may use the Sigma data stream to direct machine performan
9

We have developed a tool that enables companies using Additive M anufacturing equipment for metal parts to m
into production runs by assuring quality in a uniquely reliable and cost effective fashion. Not only does PrintRite3D® enab
operate at high quality yields, by measuring the product of the manufacturing equipment rather than just the equipment s
method to assure and document uniform quality assurance of a single part’s specification being manufactured by facto
different AM machines.

We believe that the broad domain coverage of our PrintRite3D® patents and metallurgical know-how make the lic
to be the best means by which Additive M anufacturing OEM equipment manufacturers can offer in-process-quality-mo
documents the quality of all parts that pass continuous inspection. PrintRite3D® provides 3D metal manufacturing equip
protected data configuration of information that the manufacturers may use to adjust controls of their equipment in res
information by, for example, precisely adjusting laser power to sustain manufacturing to design and specification.

Our IPQA®-enabled PrintRite3D® software Apps appear well suited to meet the needs of metal AM at t
development. Our technology will allow metal AM to be used during manufacturing of safety-critical or performance-critica
in aerospace, defense and biomedical. Currently, these applications are difficult because the part quality cannot be co
today’s conventional nondestructive inspection technologies, because using inspection after manufacturing is difficult, co
defects of concern. Therefore, we believe that PrintRite3D® could be an enabler for metal AM to realize its full potential.
protected offerings in this field. Furthermore, as a greater number of these AM applications could be cloud-based, the P
fully compatible with highly networked, cloud- or web-based implementation – subject to the data and intellectual proper
be imposed by some companies for competitive reasons.

Our proprietary PrintRite3D® software Apps have been demonstrated and tested at many manufacturing si
believe these demonstrations have served to validate the underlying technology of PrintRite3D® INSPECT™ and SEN
hardware modules, respectively. In addition, we have developed relationships with experienced aerospace companies in
assisted in the validation of the underlying technology for our PrintRite3D® software App known as CONTOUR™.

We continue to work with General Electric under our Joint Technology Development Agreement (“JTDA”),
demonstrate and implement our in-process inspection technologies for additive manufactured jet engine components. We a
Honeywell Aerospace on the separate development of our PrintRite3D® CONTOUR™ software App for metal-ba
Evaluation Agreement with Honeywell Aerospace, which sets forth the parties’ intent to use Honeywell’s Advanced M
Center as a beta test site for our PrintRite3D® CONTOUR™ software module. In further support of this effort, in 20
installed its second PrintRite3D® system on one of its Concept Laser M 2 machines at their Advanced M anufacturing Eng
Arizona.

We have expanded our market presence and associated installed base of PrintRite3D® systems through our E
Program to include European companies in France, Germany and The Netherlands. These European partners’ installation
strategy to broaden its installed base through our EAP as well as gain market presence though embedded OEM offer
technology. Our PrintRite3D® product commercialization efforts reflect the strategic nature of our selective alliance partner

We believe PrintRite3D® is uniquely positioned to grow into this market as its technology is platform independe
currently known metal AM manufacturing units.
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Business Model
Our current commercialization strategy for PrintRite3D® products is:
·
·
·
·

Enter into early adopter license agreements with high potential future AM equipment manufacture
manufacturing service bureaus;
Enter into OEM license agreements for PrintRite3D® to be manufactured directly into the printers
manufacturers;
Provide manufacturing engineering consulting services to third parties that have needs in developing
methods for manufacturing; and
Build and run a contract manufacturing division for metal AM commencing with our EOS M 290 state-o

PrintRite3D® is designed to run on different machine platforms which allow us to maximize our product offeri
market. The target markets include OEM s both on the AM software side as well as OEM machine producers and end users

We believe another much needed area for AM metal parts manufacturing is in software Apps for reducing desi
times, saving the end customer time and money. In support of that, in 2016, we entered into a Technology Developmen
LLC of Park City, Utah, to pursue commercial metal AM software opportunities for rapid qualification and part certificat
could form the underpinnings and backbone of a conceptual software App known as THERM AL™. We expect in the fu
and offer a PrintRite3D® suite of Apps which would be specifically developed to improve part designs and reduce tradit
approaches for features such as distortion control.

To summarize, we have formed an operating division focused on real-time, advanced quality assurance solutions
thereby increasing the value of the AM part. Although in the past our revenues have been generated mainly through enginee
provided to third parties, We have generated revenues from December 2013 through December 2016 through sales and lice
systems and software.
Contract Manufacturing for Metal Additive Manufacturing
The Market

According to the Wohlers 2016 Report, in 2015 the Additive M anufacturing industry’s primary and secondary
$7.024 billion, up 22% from 2014. Wohlers forecasts that AM ’s primary revenues alone will top $8.8 billion in 2017. Our
this burgeoning marketplace is the production of metal parts. According to figures for 2015, revenues attributable to metal
be over 17% of the total revenues in the AM markets.

As demand continues to increase for AM prototyping services, contract AM service bureau providers that
production capacity, and as commercial companies in highly-regulated industries begin to gain regulatory acceptance fo
believe there is a burgeoning need for contract manufacturing services to produce these much need metal AM parts. The
AM parts has become much smaller today as a result of merger and acquisition activities since 2012, and we believe what re
and less capable than the first generation of service bureau providers.

Also launched in 2015, Arete-Sigma is a joint venture targeting contract AM manufacturing as it anchors the Com
day AM manufacturing. The Company is pursuing business opportunities away from the joint venture utilizing its E
machines.
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Technology and Competitive Advantage

We currently have an AM 3D metal printing facility that employs state-of-the-art technology from the leadi
systems, Electro-Optical Systems. While our current printing capacity is limited, we believe that a unique selling point o
our PrintRite3D® technology. Our EOS M 290 printer is outfitted with our latest PrintRite3D®-enabled technology allowin
with the necessary objective evidence of compliance to design intent, or QaaS data package, to ensure they can meet co
intent and ultimately end-user performance requirements for their highly-critical and demanding components. Our Quality a
PrintRite3D® cloud-based SaaS model. Customers will contract with Sigma to generate and establish a digital quality record
on Design for Additive M anufacturing (“DFAM ”) principles. Each DQR is cloud-based and allows for archiving and storag
our big data ANALYTICS™ software App for continuous quality monitoring and improvement, and automatic ind
maintaining firewalls between company-specific data. Our QaaS service benefits our customers by providing independ
increased process intelligence and access to our latest big data sophisticated and proprietary ANALYTICS™ softwa
additional manufacturing intelligence.
Business Model

We envision a business model comprising revenues from contract, metal AM manufacturing sales for prototypin
sales for low-rate initial production parts requiring our PrintRite3D® digital quality records. These DQRs can be used by o
·
·
·

Internal use at their captive AM facility to make parts;
Incorporated as a quality requirement to their vendor base supplying AM parts; or
Contract back to us to supply AM parts.

This model allows us to realize revenues through further PrintRite3D® software sales and licensing or rev
manufacturing services. The target markets would be end users requiring high-end metal parts such as in the aerospace, bioand automotive markets.

To summarize, we have formed an operating division focused QaaS which is based on its contract additive manu
AM facility keeps us on the cutting edge of 3D metal additive manufacturing as we work with the market to develop stat
and to characterize new materials and newly born DFAM parts. The operations are at an early stage, limited, and revenue
stage.
Recent Developments (in reverse chronological order)

On M arch 29, 2017, we announced that we entered into a long term non-exclusive commercial agreement with A
The Netherlands. As part of the multi-year agreement, anticipated to be worth several million dollars over the next few yea
join our previously-announced OEM Partner Program – embedding and reselling our PrintRite3D® software within our AM

In an effort to bring enhanced solutions for additive manufacturing (“AM ”) to the aerospace and defense (“A&D
growth in demand for 3D printed metal components within the A&D industry, we recently entered into a strategic alliance w
based company that specializes in additive engineering and manufacturing with metals and that provides advisory services
strategy and technology adoption road-mapping. By leveraging our PrintRite3D® quality assurance software, we believe th
provide a means for its customers to increase AM production rates while ensuring consistent part quality, thereby bette
demands of its aerospace customers. We also plan to work together with M orf3D to manufacture certain 3D printed parts.
that it is a party to development contracts with aircraft, space, medical and automotive customers, and that it expects to c
contracts in 2017. We believe that by working together with M orf3D, we will be in a position to design, manufacture, and
components across a number of important aerospace applications, which could lead to the generation of a meaningful amoun
our company beginning in 2017.
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On M arch 27, 2017, we completed funding a loan in the principal amount of $500,000 to M orf3D pursuant
Promissory Note dated M arch 27, 2017 delivered by M orf3D to us. The loan bears interest at the rate of 7% per annum, is
M arch 27, 2018, is secured by certain assets of M orf3D, and is convertible at our option into 10% of the outstanding shar
M orf3D unless M orf3D exercises its right under specified circumstances to repay all principal and accrued interest on the
loan is to provide working capital to M orf3D to, among other things, lease an EOS M 400 system for M orf3D for M orf3D
contracts related to AM of high-precision aerospace & defense components, in furtherance of our strategic alliance and in c
acquisition of or merger with M orf3D.

On February 21, 2017, we closed an underwritten public offering of 1,410,000 units, with each unit consisting o
stock and one warrant to purchase one share of common stock. The underwriter exercised the over-allotment option cove
purchase up to 211,500 additional shares of common stock. Gross proceeds to us from the offering, including the exer
option, were approximately $5.8 million, before deducting underwriting discounts and commissions and other offering expen

On January 26, 2017, we announced that we signed a commercial agreement with Pratt & Whitney, a unit of Unit
our PrintRite3D® software along with participation by Pratt & Whitney in our Early Adopter Program.

On January 19, 2017, we announced that we entered into a long term non-exclusive commercial agreement with a
of cutting-edge products for additive manufacturing to join our previously-announced OEM Partner Program. Under t
anticipated to be worth up to $6 million over its duration – this undisclosed OEM will embed and resell Sigma’s PrintRi
AM equipment.

On December 21, 2016, we announced that we received a contract from Honeywell Aerospace as part of a pr
with the Defense Advanced Research Project Agency (DARPA) for Open M anufacturing (OM ) Phase III; Phase I and II w
earlier in 2016, respectively. The DARPA OM program’s goal is to develop an Integrated Computational M aterial Enginee
accurately predict the properties of metal components produced using additive manufacturing (AM ). Phase III work beg
expected to run through mid-2018, with a total award value to us of approximately $0.4 million.
On November 15, 2016, we announced the release of our PrintRite3D® INSPECT™ quality assurance software
this application at the Formnext international tradeshow in November 2016 in Frankfurt, Germany.

On November 14, 2016, we announced that we entered into an agreement with Siemens Industrial Turbom
Finspång, Sweden, a unit of Siemens AG (SIEGn.DE), for PrintRite3D® INSPECT® to be installed on a metal printer
purposes. Specifically, we will install our PrintRite3D® technology at SIT in Finspong, Sweden. SIT provides the world
turbine based solutions for the sustainable and cost efficient production of electricity, steam and heat. In February 201
workshop for additive manufacturing, development and repairs. The facility specializes in making turbomachinery compo
applications, where accuracy and quality are critical to ensure operational performance. Siemens is a pioneer in the use
(SLM ) technology for the manufacture of high-performance metal parts.

On October 19, 2016, we closed a private placement of secured convertible notes in the aggregate principal amoun
year warrants to purchase up to 80,000 shares of our common stock, under a Securities Purchase Agreement with ce
Aggregate gross proceeds, before expenses, to us were $900,000.

On September 29, 2016, we announced receipt of a contract from Honeywell Aerospace under the previously-ann
additive manufacturing (“AM ”) research project with GE Aviation. The program, funded by the National Additive
Institute (NAM II), uses our proprietary In-Process Quality Assurance™ (IPQA®) software for advanced AM monitor
this contract, Sigma and Honeywell will further demonstrate the benefits of IPQA® using our PrintRite3D® software.

On July 6, 2016, we announced that Woodward, Inc. joined our EAP. Woodward obtained a non-exclusive licens
of PrintRite3D® software modules – INSPECT™, CONTOUR™ and ANALYTICS™ – for one price, with preferre
license purchases.
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On April 4 and 18, 2016, respectively, we announced that we entered into agreements with Creatz3D Pte Ltd. a
France’s Farinia Group, to expand our presence in Europe and Asia, respectively. Under our agreement with Creatz3D, Cr
exclusive sales and service agent in Singapore, Indonesia and Vietnam. Creatz3D is an authorized reseller of 3D printing sy
solutions for metal components, and rapid prototyping software. As part of our agreement with Spartacus3D, Spa
demonstration, test and evaluation site for our PrintRite3D® commercialization and market adoption activities in Europe.

On M arch 7, 2016, we announced that we received a contract from Aerojet Rocketdyne, a subsidiary of Aerojet R
for a non-exclusive license of our PrintRite3D® software applications. Our technology will be utilized on Aerojet Rock
U.S. Air Force to define more efficient processes for qualifying AM components, and be evaluated for liquid-fueled r
Separately, we received an order from Aerojet Rocketdyne under the previously-announced “America M akes” additive man
with GE Aviation. The program, funded by the National Additive M anufacturing Innovation Institute (NAM II), uses o
Quality Assurance™ (IPQA®) software for advanced AM monitoring. This is the second PrintRite3D® system being
M akes, the first being with GE Aviation.

On January 27, 2016, we announced that we entered into a technology development agreement with 3DSIM , L
metal AM software opportunities for rapid qualification and part certification. 3DSIM , based in Park City, Utah, is a prov
for metal AM processes.
Competition

We believe our technologies will be beneficial to several industries, including aerospace, defense, oil and gas
generation. However, developments by others may render our current and proposed technologies noncompetitive or obsole
keep pace with technological developments or other market factors. Additionally, our competitive position may be materi
to develop or successfully commercialize certain technologies that we have identified for commercialization. Other genera
impact the ability of our products to meet expectations or effectively compete, including pricing pressures.

We anticipate some of our principal competitors in the United States will include AM End Users, such as
Aerospace, Rolls-Royce PLC, Pratt & Whitney; AM OEM equipment manufacturers, such as EOS, Concept Lasers, 3D S
and SLM ; third party solution providers like Stratonics Inc., and Vibrant Corporation that specialize in designing and ma
monitoring devices used in industrial applications. M ost of these competitors have significantly greater research and develo
do, as well as substantially more sales, marketing and financial and managerial resources. These entities represent signific
addition, acquisitions of, or investments in, competing companies by large corporations could increase such compe
manufacturing and other resources.
Research and Development

Research and development costs are expensed as incurred. Our research and development expenses relate to our e
consist of the development of our PrintRite3D® quality assurance technologies for specific customers and for the indus
years ended December 31, 2016 and 2015, we recognized $92,992 and $330,554, of research and development costs, respec
Intellectual Property

We regard our patents, trademarks, domain names, trade secrets, know-how, and other intellectual property as
rely on a combination of patent, trademark, trade secret, other intellectual property law, confidentiality procedures, and c
employees, partners, and others to protect the technology and other proprietary rights, information and know-how that
business. The below chart summarizes our issued patents. We are currently prosecuting ten foreign and U.S. patent a
IPQA® technology and rapid qualification of additive manufacturing for metal parts. Eight of these ten patent applic
November 2015 and January 19, 2017. There is no guarantee that the patent applications we have submitted will issue
offer adequate protection under applicable law.

Title
Controlled Weld Pool Volume Control of Welding Processes
Structurally Sound Reactive Materials
Composite Projectile

Type
US Utility
US Utility
US Utility
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Government Regulation

Any contracts that we enter into with governmental agencies will be subject to a variety of federal, state and
These regulations are aimed at preventing the inadvertent disclosure of munitions related data or the export of techn
countries. The work we do with governmental units may also be subject to laws respecting the confidentiality of any cla
information we receive during the course of our activities under any government contract.

Additionally, with respect to our work with government agencies, our sales are driven by pricing based on
products or perform services under contracts with the U.S. government. U.S. government contracts generally are subj
Regulations (“FAR”), agency-specific regulations that implement or supplement FAR, such as the DoD’s Defense Feder
and other applicable laws and regulations. These regulations impose a broad range of requirements, many of which
contracting, including various procurement, import and export, security, contract pricing and cost, contract termination
requirements. A contractor’s failure to comply with these regulations and requirements could result in reductions of the v
modifications or termination, and the assessment of penalties and fines and could lead to suspension or debarment from
subcontracting for a period of time. In addition, government contractors are also subject to routine audits and investiga
agencies such as the Defense Contract Audit Agency (“DCAA”). These agencies review a contractor’s performance, cost
with applicable laws, regulations, and standards. The DCAA also reviews the adequacy of, and a contractor’s complianc
systems and policies, including the contractor’s purchasing, property, estimating, compensation, and information systems.
Employees
As of M arch 31, 2017, we had 11 full-time employees and one part-time employee. We are actively searching for
administrative and engineering staff, as well as sales and marketing staff, to support our expanding operations in the area of
as contract manufacturing in the AM service provider sector.
Properties

We lease at 3900 Paseo del Sol, Santa Fe, New M exico 87507, approximately (1) 1,300 square feet of office spa
17, C-20 and C-23 for a total monthly rent expense of approximately $2,575 under the lease, which expires on July 31, 2
production space at unit E-42, for a total monthly rent expense of approximately $775 under the lease, which expires on Se
square feet of production space at unit E-38, for a total monthly rent expense of approximately $800 under the lease, whic
2017, and (4) 512 square feet of warehouse / production space at unit E-40, for a total monthly rent expense of approxim
which expires on September 30, 2017.
We believe that our facilities are suitable for our current needs.
Corporate Information

Our principal executive offices are located at 3900 Paseo del Sol, Santa Fe, New M exico 87507, and our curren
address is (505) 438-2576. Our website address is www.sigmalabsinc.com. The Company’s annual reports, quarterly r
Form 8-K and amendments to such reports filed or furnished pursuant to section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities Exchang
(the “Exchange Act”), and other information related to the Company, are available, free of charge, on that website as soo
those documents with, or otherwise furnish them to, the SEC. The Company’s website and the information contained the
are not and are not intended to be incorporated into this Annual Report on Form 10-K.

We incorporated as M essidor Limited in Nevada on December 23, 1985 and changed our name to Framewaves I
27, 2010, we changed our name from Framewaves Inc. to Sigma Labs, Inc.
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ITEM 1A. RIS K FACTORS .

Investing in our securities involves a high degree of risk. Our business is subject to numerous risks. We cauti
important factors, among others, could cause our actual results to differ materially from those expressed in statements mad
filings with the SEC, press releases or communications with investors and others. Any or all of our statements in this annu
public statements we make may turn out to be wrong. They can be affected by inaccurate assumptions or by know
uncertainties. The factors mentioned in the discussion below will be important in determining future results. Consequently
vary materially from those anticipated in this annual report or our other public statements. You should carefully consider th
well as the other information in this annual report, including our financial statements and the related notes and “M an
Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations,” before deciding whether to invest in our securities. The occur
or developments described below could harm our financial condition, results of operations, business and prospects. In such
of our securities could decline, and you could lose all or part of your investment. Additional risks and uncertainties not pre
we currently deem immaterial also may have similar adverse effects on us.
Risks Related to Our Business
We have a limited operating history, are not currently profitable and may never become profitable.

We have incurred losses in every reporting period since we commenced business operations in 2010 and ex
significant losses for the foreseeable future. Our net loss for the year ended December 31, 2015 and 2016 was $1
respectively. As of December 31, 2016, our accumulated deficit was $9,760,954. There is no assurance that any rev
sufficient for us to become profitable or to maintain profitability. Our revenues for the year ended December 31, 2015 and
$966,422, respectively, and our operating expenses for those periods were $2,717,650 and $3,251,486 respectively. Ou
sufficient to fund our operations. We cannot predict when, if ever, we might achieve profitability and we are not certain tha
profitability, if achieved. If we fail to achieve or maintain profitability, the market price of our securities is likely to be adver
We may require additional financing to continue our operations, and there is no assurance that we will be able to
on acceptable terms, or at all.

As of December 31, 2016, we had cash in the amount of $398,391. In February 2017 we closed an under
1,410,000 units consisting of one share of common stock and one warrant for gross proceeds of $5,823,300. We believ
approximately $5.25 million from the offering, together with our existing cash and anticipated revenues, will be sufficient t
at least January 2019, although there is no assurance that we will not require additional financing before that time. Ther
future financing that we require to fund our operations will be available on acceptable terms, or at all. Such financing, if in
highly dilutive to our existing stockholders and may otherwise include onerous terms. Such financing, if in the form o
covenants and repayment obligations that are onerous and that adversely affect our business operations. If adequate funds
may be required to delay, limit or terminate our business operations.
Our limited operating history makes evaluation of our business difficult.

We commenced business operations in 2010 and are continuing to develop our technologies and to implement our
to implement a successful business plan remains unproven, and there is no assurance that we will ever generate sufficie
business. Our relatively short operating history, together with the other risks discussed in this “Risk Factors” section, ma
to evaluate our business in connection with making a decision about whether to invest in our securities.
We face the risks normally associated with a new business.

We face all of the risks inherent in a new business, including the expenses, difficulties, complications and delays
connection with conducting new operations and efforts to develop and commercialize technologies. These uncertainti
technologies and our brand name, raising capital to meet our working capital requirements and developing a customer base, a
effective in addressing these risks, we will not be able to operate profitably in the future, and we may not have adequate w
obligations as they become due.
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Our business may be adversely affected by a global economic downturn.

Any economic downturn generally could cause a drop in government spending and business investment, wh
adverse effect on our business. Further, as a result of the current global economic situation, there may be a disruption or de
third-party contractors and suppliers. If such third parties are unable to adequately satisfy their contractual commitments
our business could be adversely affected.
We could incur significant damages if we are unable to adequately discharge our contractual obligations.

Our failure to comply with contract requirements or to meet our clients’ performance expectations on a con
adversely affect our financial performance and our reputation. This, in turn, would impact our ability to compete for new
failure to meet contractual obligations could also result in substantial actual and consequential damages under the terms of s
some of our contracts require us to indemnify clients for our failure to meet performance standards and/or contain liquidat
financial penalties related to performance failures. Although we do have liability insurance, the policy limits may no
protection against all such potential liabilities.

We have financial exposure on our fixed-price contracts because we are required to complete a project even
revenues we generate on a fixed-price contract.

We presently provide and expect to provide services under fixed-price and performance-based arrangements. G
price contracts, we receive a specified fee regardless of our cost to perform under such contracts (compared with performa
which we earn fees on a per-transaction basis). If we underestimate the cost to complete a contract, we will still be requ
specified under such contract, which could result in a loss to us. To earn a profit on these fixed-price contracts, we mus
involved and assess the probability of meeting the specified objectives, realizing the expected units of work or completi
within the contracted time period. We expect to recognize revenues on these contracts, including a portion of estimated prof

Requests for Proposals (“RFPs”) to secure government contracts are time consuming to prepare and our ability to
RFPs will impact our operations.

To market our services to government clients, we will likely be required to respond to Requests for Propo
effectively, we must estimate accurately our cost structure for servicing a proposed contract, the time required to establish o
of the proposals submitted by competitors. We must also assemble and submit a large volume of information within an
ability to respond successfully to RFPs will greatly impact our business. There is no assurance that we will be awarded
RFP process, or that our submitted RFPs will result in profitable contracts.

S ome of our clients may terminate our contracts prior to completion, which could result in revenue shortfalls an
cause losses on contracts.

M any of our contracts with clients contain initial or base periods of one or more years, as well as option perio
than one-half of the contract’s initial duration. However, such clients are under no obligation to exercise the option to ext
profitability of some of our contracts could be adversely impacted if such options are not exercised and the contract term i
Additionally, our contracts contain provisions permitting a client to terminate the contract on short notice, with or witho
termination of significant contracts could result in significant revenue shortfalls. If revenue shortfalls occur and are no
reductions in expenses, our business could be adversely affected. We cannot anticipate if, when or to what extent a client m
with us.
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We are subject to government audits, and our failure to comply with applicable laws, regulations and standards
and criminal penalties and administrative sanctions.

The government agencies we contract with have the authority to audit and investigate our contracts with them.
government agency may review our performance on a contract, our pricing practices, our cost structure and our compli
regulations and standards. If the agency determines that we have improperly allocated costs to a specific contract, we will n
costs and we will be required to refund the amount of any such costs that have been previously reimbursed. If a governmen
activities by us or we otherwise determine that these activities have occurred, we could be subject to civil and criminal p
sanctions, including termination of contracts, forfeitures of profits, suspension of payments, fines and suspension or d
business with the government. Any adverse determination could adversely impact our ability to bid for RFPs in one or mor
Unions may interfere with our ability to obtain contracts.

Our success will depend in part on our ability to win profitable contracts to administer and manage prog
previously administered by government employees. M any government employees, however, belong to labor unions w
resources and lobbying networks. Unions have in the past and are likely to continue to apply political pressure on leg
seeking to outsource government programs. Union opposition may result in fewer opportunities for us to service governme

We rely on our relationship with government agencies to obtain contracts, and there is no assurance that we w
satisfactory relationship with these agencies.

To facilitate our ability to prepare bids in response to RFPs, we expect to rely in part on establishing and mai
officials of various government entities and agencies. These relationships will enable us to provide informal input and
entities and agencies prior to the development of an RFP. We also expect to engage marketing consultants, including l
maintain relationships with elected officials and appointed members of government agencies. The effectiveness of these con
eliminated if a significant political change occurs. We may be unable to successfully manage our relationships with govern
and with elected officials and appointees and any failure to do so may adversely affect our ability to bid successfully for RF

We face significant competition in bidding for government contracts from large national and international organiz

The government contracting industry is subject to intense competition. M any of our competitors are national and
have greater resources than we do. Substantial resources could enable certain competitors to “low bid” on government RFP
in an effort to gain market share. In addition, we may be unable to compete for a certain large government contract because w
an RFP’s requirement to obtain and post a large cash performance bond. Also, in some geographic areas, we face competiti
firms with established reputations and political relationships. There is no assurance that we will compete success
competitors or any new competitors.
We may not be able to effectively control and manage our growth, which would negatively impact our operations.

We have operated our current line of business for approximately six years, and we expect to grow in the n
develops and becomes established. If our business grows as we anticipate, it will be necessary for us to manage our expan
Any significant growth in our activities or in the market for our services will require extension of our managerial, operat
resources. Future growth will also impose significant additional responsibilities upon the members of management to
integrate, and motivate new employees. Our failure to manage growth effectively may lead to operational inefficiencies that
on our profitability. Additionally, if our growth comes at the expense of providing quality service and generating reason
successfully bid for contracts and our profitability will be adversely affected. We cannot assure investors that we will be
any future growth we may experience.
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Failure to obtain adequate insurance coverage could put us at risk for uninsured losses.

We currently have liability insurance. Some or all of our customers may require insurance as a requirement to con
may be unable to obtain or maintain adequate liability insurance on acceptable terms, if at all, and there is a risk that our
adequate coverage against our potential losses. Additionally, there are certain types of losses that may not be insurable at
and insurance may not be available at any cost with respect to certain losses. Claims or losses in excess of any insurance c
the lack of insurance coverage, could put us at risk of loss for any uninsured loss, which would have a material adverse
financial condition.

We are dependent on our President and Chief Executive Officer, and other key personnel, and the loss of any o
harm our business.

We depend on M ark J. Cola, our President and Chief Executive Officer, as well as key scientific and other per
these individuals could harm our business and significantly delay or prevent the achievement of our business objectives. I
services will be labor-intensive: when we are awarded a contract, we may need to quickly hire project leaders and project m
additional staff may also create a concurrent demand for increased administrative personnel. The success of our business w
develop, motivate and retain:
·
·
·

experienced and innovative executive officers;
senior managers who have successfully managed or designed programs in the public sector; and
information technology professionals who have designed or implemented complex information technology project

Innovative, experienced and technically proficient individuals are in great demand and are likely to remain a lim
unable to continue to attract and retain desirable executive officers, senior managers, and technology professionals. Our
personnel on a timely basis or the loss of significant numbers of executive officers and senior managers could adversely affec
We may be dependent on cash flow and payments from customers in order to meet our expense obligations.

A number of factors may cause our revenues, cash flow and operating results to vary from quarter to quarter, inclu
·
·
·
·
·
·

the progression of contracts;
the levels of revenues earned on fixed-price and performance-based contracts (including any adjustments in
recognition on fixed-price contracts);
the commencement, completion or termination of contracts during any particular quarter;
the schedules of government agencies and large multinational corporations for awarding contracts;
the failure of our customers to fulfill their obligations under contracts with us; and
the term of awarded contracts and potential acquisitions.

Changes in the volume of activity and the number of contracts commenced, completed or terminated durin
significant variations in our cash flow from operations because a significant portion of our expenses are fixed. Fixed expe
insurance, employee benefits, taxes and other administrative costs and overhead. M oreover, we expect to incur significant
the start-up and early stages of large contracts and typically do not receive corresponding payments in that same quarter.
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We may make acquisitions in the future that we are unable to effectively manage given our limited resources.

We may choose to grow our business by acquiring other entities. We may be unable to manage businesses th
integrate them successfully without incurring substantial expenses, delays or other problems that could negatively impact
M oreover, business combinations involve additional risks, including:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

diversion of management’s attention;
loss of key personnel;
our becoming significantly leveraged as a result of the incurrence of debt to finance an acquisition;
assumption of unanticipated legal or financial liabilities;
unanticipated operating, accounting or management difficulties in connection with the acquired entities;
amortization of acquired intangible assets, including goodwill; and
dilution to existing stockholders and our earnings per share.

Also, client dissatisfaction or performance problems with an acquired firm could materially and adversely affect
Further, the acquired businesses may not achieve the revenues and earnings that we anticipated.
We may be unable to develop or commercialize new and rapidly evolving technologies.

M any of our activities involve developing products or processes that are based upon new, rapidly evolving te
commercialize or further develop these technologies could fail for a variety of reasons, both within and outside of our contro
We may be unable to protect our intellectual property rights.

Our success in part depends on the ability to protect our intellectual property and proprietary technology. To do
prosecute patent applications and maintain patents, obtain new patents and pursue trade secret and other intellectual pro
awarded two U.S. patents with respect to our munitions technology. We were also awarded a U.S. patent with respect to
addition, we filed ten foreign and U.S. patent applications pertaining to our IPQA® technology and rapid qualification of
metal parts. Also, we filed a PCT patent application pertaining to the advanced dental implant technology. However, th
protect our proprietary rights may not be sufficient or effective. There can be no assurance that our program for protecti
and proprietary technology will be sufficient to protect our intellectual property and proprietary technology from compet
subject to the risk that our issued patents will not provide us with significant competitive advantages if, for examp
independently develop or obtain similar or superior technologies. In addition, our issued patents may be challenged or infrin
The enforcement of intellectual property rights is subject to considerable uncertainty, and can be expensive and time-cons
and court decisions interpreting such laws, may create additional uncertainty around our ability to obtain and enforc
significant impairment of our intellectual property rights could harm our business and our ability to compete. The unauthor
property could make it more expensive to do business and harm our operating results. Proprietary trade secrets and unpa
very important to our business, however, trade secrets are difficult to protect. Our employees, consultants, cont
collaborators and other advisors may unintentionally or willfully disclose our confidential information to competitors, and
may not provide an adequate remedy in the event of unauthorized disclosure of confidential or proprietary information.
We may be sued by third parties who claim that we have infringed their intellectual property rights.

We may be exposed to future litigation by third parties based on claims that our research, development and c
infringe the intellectual property rights of third parties to which we do not hold licenses or other rights, or that we have
secrets of others. Any litigation or claims against us, whether or not valid, could result in substantial costs, and could place
financial and human resources. In addition, if successful, such claims could cause us to pay substantial damages. Fu
substantial amount of discovery required in connection with intellectual property litigation, there is a risk that some of o
could be compromised by disclosure during this type of litigation.
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Our services are subject to government regulation, changes in which may have an adverse effect on us.

Our business activities subject us to a variety of federal, state and local laws and regulations. For example, we wi
applicable provisions of the International Traffic in Arms Regulations (“ITAR”), as well as other export controls and laws
and distribution of munitions technology. Despite the fact that we have applied for and received ITAR compliance,
regulations applicable to our business activities may have an adverse effect on our operations and profitability by making
profitable for us to do business. Additionally, the market for our services depends largely on federal and state legislative
can be modified or amended at any time by acts of federal and state governments. Further, if additional programs are not
previously enacted programs are challenged, repealed or invalidated, our growth strategy could be adversely impacted.

Our bylaws contain provisions indemnifying our officers and directors against all costs, charges, and expenses inc

Our Bylaws contain provisions with respect to the indemnification of our officers and directors against all co
including an amount paid to settle an action or satisfy a judgment, actually and reasonably incurred by an officer or director
to settle an action or satisfy a judgment in a civil, criminal or administrative action or proceeding to which he is made a p
having been one of our directors or officers. To the extent that our directors’ and officers’ insurance policy does not provi
costs, charges, expenses and other amounts, we may incur substantial expenses in satisfying our indemnification obligations
Our operating costs could be significantly higher than we expect, and this could reduce our future profitability.

In addition to general economic conditions, market fluctuations and international risks, significant increases in o
implementation costs could adversely affect us due to numerous factors, many of which are beyond our control.
A cyber incident could result in information theft, data corruption, operational disruption and/or financial loss.

Businesses have become increasingly dependent on digital technologies to conduct day-to-day operations.
incidents, including deliberate attacks or unintentional events, have increased. A cyber-attack could include gaining una
systems for purposes of misappropriating assets or sensitive information, corrupting data, or causing operational disrup
service on websites. We depend on digital technology, including information systems and related infrastructure, to proces
operating data, and communicate with our employees and business partners. Our technologies, systems, networks, and tho
may become the target of cyber-attacks or information security breaches that could result in the unauthorized release, gath
loss or destruction of proprietary and other information, or other disruption of our business operations. Although to dat
any losses relating to cyber-attacks, there is no assurance that we will not suffer such losses in the future. As cyber thre
may be required to expend significant additional resources to continue to modify or enhance our protective measures or to
any information security vulnerabilities.
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Risks Related to Our S ecurities

The price of our securities could be subject to volatility related or unrelated to our operations, which could result
purchasers of our securities in this offering.

Between January 1, 2015 and M arch 31, 2017, the trading price of our common stock has ranged from a low of
and could be subject to wide fluctuations in the future in response to various factors, some of which are beyond our contr
warrants that we issued in our recent public offering could be subject to similar fluctuations as a result of such factors. T
discussed previously in this “Risk Factors” section and others, such as:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

delays or failures in the commercialization of our current or future products and services;
quarterly variations in our results of operations or those of our competitors;
changes in our earnings estimates or recommendations by securities analysts or adverse publicity about us or our p
announcements by us or our competitors of new products and services, significant contracts, commercial rel
capital commitments;
adverse developments with respect to our intellectual property rights;
commencement of litigation involving us or our competitors;
any major changes in our board of directors or management;
market conditions in our industry; and
general economic conditions in the United States and abroad.

In addition, the stock market, in general, may experience broad market fluctuations, which may adversely affect th
of our securities.
We could be subject to securities class action litigation.

Any sudden decline in the market price of our securities could trigger securities class action lawsuits against us.
were to bring such a lawsuit against us, we could incur substantial costs defending the lawsuit and the time and attention of
diverted from our business and operations. We also could be subject to damages claims if we are found to be at fault in conn
market price of our securities.
An active trading market in our securities may not develop, and you may therefore have difficulty selling your
you determine is satisfactory.

Although our common stock and the 2017 warrants are listed on The NASDAQ Capital M arket, our common
infrequently and in low volumes. The initial offering price of our securities was determined through our negotiations with
not be indicative of the prices that will prevail after this offering.

There is no assurance that such securities will trade in the public market at or above the public offering price
assurance that an active trading market for any of our securities will develop or be sustained. If an active market for our sec
is not maintained, it may be difficult for you to sell your securities when you wish to sell them or at a price that you
inactive trading market may also impair our ability to raise capital to continue to fund operations by selling securities and
acquire other companies or technologies by using our securities as consideration.
There is no assurance that we will satisfy the continued listing requirements of The NAS DAQ Capital Market.

Even though our common stock and 2017 warrants are listed on The NASDAQ Capital M arket, we cannot assu
to satisfy the continued listing requirements of The NASDAQ Capital M arket. For example, there is no assurance th
continue to have a bid price of at least $1.00 per share, which is the minimum bid price under such continued listing requir
able to satisfy other quantitative continued listing requirements. If our securities are de-listed from The NASDAQ Capita
could incur material adverse consequences such as reduced liquidity for their securities and reduced market prices for their
de-listing, we could encounter increased difficulty in issuing additional securities at an attractive price, or at all, in order to fu
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You may experience additional dilution as a result of future equity offerings.

In order to raise additional capital, we may in the future offer additional shares of our common stock or other se
exchangeable for our common stock at prices that may not be the same as the price per unit in this offering. The price
additional shares of our common stock, or securities convertible or exchangeable into common stock, in future transactio
price per unit paid by investors in this offering.

We have broad discretion in the use of the net proceeds of our recent public offering and may not use them effectiv

We intend to use our cash for the development of our products and service and to repay our outstanding prom
extent the holders thereof demand repayment). We may also use a portion of the net proceeds from our February 201
products or businesses, although we are not currently a party to an agreement regarding any such acquisition. However,
discretion in the use of cash and will have the right to use our cash in ways that differ substantially from our current plans
our cash in ways that do not improve our results of operations or enhance the value of our securities. The failure by m
effectively could result in financial losses that could have a material and adverse effect on our business and cause the marke
decline.

We do not intend to pay dividends on our common stock, and your ability to achieve a return on your inv
appreciation in the market price of our securities.

We currently intend to invest our future earnings, if any, to fund our growth and not to pay any cash dividends o
we do not intend to pay dividends, your ability to receive a return on your investment will depend on any future apprecia
our securities. There is no assurance that our securities will appreciate in price.

If securities or industry analysts do not publish research or reports about us, or if they issue adverse or misleadin
or our securities, the market price of our securities and their trading volume could decline.

If we do not obtain and maintain research coverage by securities and industry analysts, the market price for our s
affected. The market price of our securities also may decline if any analyst who covers us issues an adverse or erroneous
business model, our intellectual property or our performance. If one or more analysts cease coverage of us or fail to regula
we could lose visibility in the financial markets, which could cause the market price of our securities and their trading volu
adversely affect our ability to engage in future financings.

Our principal stockholders and management own a significant percentage of our common stock and will be ab
matters subject to stockholder approval.

Based on shares outstanding as of December 31, 2016, our executive officers, directors, holders of 5% or more
their respective affiliates will beneficially own in the aggregate approximately 13.4% of our outstanding shares of common
stock ownership, these stockholders will have the ability to influence our management and policies, and are able to significa
matters requiring stockholder approval such as elections of directors, amendments of our organizational documents or appro
assets or other major corporate transaction. This may prevent or discourage unsolicited acquisition proposals or offers f
you may feel are in your best interest as one of our stockholders.

S ales of a substantial number of shares of our common stock in the public market could cause our stock price to fa

Sales of a substantial number of shares of our common stock in the public market could occur at any time. These
the market that the holders of a large number of shares intend to sell shares, could reduce the market price of our common
2016, we have 3,133,789 outstanding shares of common stock. Sales of a large number of the shares described in the
perception that a large number of shares may be sold, could have a material adverse effect on the trading price of our commo
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We will incur significant costs to ensure compliance with U.S . and NAS DAQ reporting and corporate governance r

We will incur significant costs associated with our public company reporting requirements and with appli
corporate governance requirements, including requirements under the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 and other rules imp
NASDAQ. We expect all of these applicable rules and regulations to significantly increase our legal and financial complian
activities more time consuming and costly. We also expect that these applicable rules and regulations may make it more di
for us to obtain director and officer liability insurance and we may be required to accept reduced policy limits and cove
higher costs to obtain the same or similar coverage. As a result, it may be more difficult for us to attract and retain qualified
board of directors or as executive officers.

If we fail to maintain effective internal control over financial reporting, the market price of our securities may be

As a public reporting company, we are required to establish and maintain effective internal control over fina
establish such internal control, or any failure of such internal control once established, could adversely impact our publi
business, financial condition or results of operations. Any failure of our internal control over financial reporting co
maintaining accurate accounting records and discovering accounting errors and financial frauds.

Rules adopted by the SEC pursuant to Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 require annual assessm
over financial reporting. The standards that must be met for management to assess the internal control over financial
complex, and require significant documentation, testing and possible remediation to meet the detailed standards. We m
delays in completing activities necessary to make an assessment of our internal control over financial reporting. If we
control over financial reporting as effective, investor confidence and share value may be negatively impacted. In addition, m
internal control over financial reporting may identify weaknesses and conditions that need to be addressed in our inte
reporting or other matters that may raise concerns for investors. Any actual or perceived weaknesses and conditions that n
internal control over financial reporting (including those weaknesses identified in our periodic reports), or disclosure of m
our internal control over financial reporting may have an adverse impact on the price of our securities.
Provisions in our articles of incorporation and bylaws could discourage a takeover that stockholders may conside
to entrenchment of management.

Our articles of incorporation and bylaws contain provisions that could delay or prevent changes in control or c
without the consent of our board of directors. These provisions include the following:
·
·
·
·
·
·

a classified board of directors with three-year staggered terms, which may delay the ability of stockholders to ch
majority of our board of directors;
no cumulative voting in the election of directors, which limits the ability of minority stockholders to elect director
the exclusive right of our board of directors to elect a director to fill a vacancy created by the expansion of th
resignation, death or removal of a director, which prevents stockholders from being able to fill vacancies on our bo
the ability of our board of directors to authorize the issuance of additional shares of preferred stock and to det
shares, including preferences and voting rights, without stockholder approval, which could adversely affect
stockholders or be used to deter a possible acquisition of our company;
the ability of our board of directors to alter our bylaws without obtaining stockholder approval;
the required approval of the holders of at least two-thirds of the shares entitled to vote at an election of directors
our bylaws or repeal the provisions of our articles of incorporation and bylaws regarding the election and removal
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·

a prohibition on stockholder action by written consent, which forces stockholder action to be taken at an annua
stockholders;

·

the requirement that a special meeting of stockholders may be called only by the chairman of
the chief executive officer, the president or the board of directors, which may delay the ability
force consideration of a proposal or to take action, including the removal of directors; and

·

advance notice procedures that stockholders must comply with in order to nominate candidates to our board
matters to be acted upon at a stockholders’ meeting, which may discourage or deter a potential acquirer from c
proxies to elect the acquirer’s own slate of directors or otherwise attempting to obtain control of us.
These provisions could inhibit or prevent possible transactions that some stockholders may consider attractive.

ITEM 1B. UNRES OLVED S TAFF COMMENTS .
Not applicable.
ITEM 2. PROPERTIES .

We lease at 3900 Paseo del Sol, Santa Fe, New M exico 87507, approximately (1) 1,300 square feet of office spa
17, C-20 and C-23 for a total monthly rent expense of approximately $2,575 under the lease, which expires on July 31, 2
production space at unit E-42, for a total monthly rent expense of approximately $775 under the lease, which expires on Se
square feet of production space at unit E-38, for a total monthly rent expense of approximately $800 under the lease, whic
2017, and (4) 512 square feet of warehouse / production space at unit E-40, for a total monthly rent expense of approxim
which expires on September 30, 2017.
We believe that our facilities are suitable for our current needs.
ITEM 3. LEGAL PROCEEDINGS .

We are not currently a party to any legal proceedings. However, we may occasionally become subject to legal p
arise in the ordinary course of our business. It is impossible for us to predict with any certainty the outcome of pendin
predict whether any liability arising from pending claims and litigation will be material in relation to our financial position or
ITEM 4. MINE S AFETY DIS CLOS URES .
Not Applicable.
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PART II

ITEM 5. MARKET FOR REGIS TRANT’S COMMON EQUITY, RELATED S TOCKHOLDER MATTERS AND IS S
EQUITY S ECURITIES .
Market Information

Our common stock was quoted for trading on the OTCQB under the symbol “SGLB” during the preceding two
15, 2017, our common began trading on The Nasdaq Capital M arket under the symbol “SGLB.” The following table sets
prices for our common stock for the periods indicated after giving effect to our 1-for-100 reverse stock split on M arch
reverse stock split on February 15, 2017. Such quotations reflect inter-dealer prices, without retail mark-up, mark-down or
necessarily represent actual transactions.

Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2016
First Quarter
Second Quarter
Third Quarter
Fourth Quarter

High Bid
$
$
$
$

Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2015
First Quarter
Second Quarter
Third Quarter
Fourth Quarter

High Bid
$
$
$
$

S hareholders

As of M arch 31, 2017, there were approximately 538 holders of record of our common stock based on informatio
agent.
Dividends

We have not paid any dividends on our common stock to date and do not anticipate that we will pay dividend
Any payment of cash dividends on our common stock in the future will be dependent upon the amount of funds legally ava
our financial condition, our anticipated capital requirements and other factors that the board of directors may think a
currently intend for the foreseeable future to follow a policy of retaining all of our earnings, if any, to finance the develop
business and, therefore, do not expect to pay any dividends on our common stock in the foreseeable future.
Recent S ales of Unregistered S ecurities

There were no sales by us of unregistered securities during the fiscal year ended December 31, 2016 othe
previously reported to the SEC on the Company’s quarterly reports on Form 10-Q and current reports on Form 8-K.
Repurchase of S hares
We did not repurchase any of our securities during the fiscal year ended December 31, 2016.
ITEM 6. S ELECTED FINANCIAL DATA.
Not applicable to a “smaller reporting company” as defined in Item 10(f)(1) of SEC Regulation S-K.
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ITEM 7. MANAGEMENT’S DIS CUS S ION AND ANALYS IS OF FINANCIAL CONDITION AND RES ULTS OF O
Critical Accounting Policies

The preparation of financial statements in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in th
management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported assets, liabilities, sales and expenses in th
statements. Critical accounting policies are those that require the most subjective and complex judgments, often employing
the effect of matters that are inherently uncertain. Such critical accounting policies, including the assumptions and judgm
disclosed in Note 1 to the Financial Statements included in this Annual Report. However, we do not believe that there are
accounting for our operations that would have a material effect on our financial statements.
Results of Operations
Year Ended December 31, 2016 Compared to the Year Ended December 31, 2015.

We expect to generate revenue primarily by selling and licensing our manufacturing and materials technologies
improve their manufacturing production processes and/or manipulate and improve the most functional characteristics of th
components used in their business operations. We also expect to generate revenues though contract AM manufacturing us
printing capability. However, we presently make limited sales of these technologies and services, which include limited sale
to use our PrintRite3D® technologies, including under our recently established Early Adopter Program and OEM Part
above. Our ability to generate revenues in the future will depend on our ability to further commercialize and increas
PrintRite3D® technologies. During the fiscal year ended December 31, 2016 (“fiscal 2016”), we generated an aggregate o
compared to an aggregate of $1,234,810 in revenues that were generated by us during the fiscal year ended December 31,
decrease in revenue was primarily due to the completion of the GEA America M akes Program in 2016, providing only t
2016 (but twelve months in 2015), and the completion of the DARPA Phase II project in 2016, providing only eight mont
twelve months in 2015). We generated revenues and financed our operations in fiscal 2016 and fiscal 2015 primarily fr
services we provided to third parties during these periods and through private sales of our common stock and debt secu
revenue will increase in future periods as we seek to further commercialize and expand our market presence for
technologies, and obtain new contract manufacturing orders in connection with our EOS M 290, as well as further p
consulting contracts for the GEA lead National Additive M anufacturing Innovation Institute program, and continue to prov
contracts with Honeywell Aerospace for the DARPA Period 2 program.

In fiscal 2016, we generated an aggregate of $966,422 in revenue from consulting and other contracts. S
approximately (i) $893,791 in revenue in connection with our PrintRite3D®-enabled engineering consulting services, and
connection with our contract manufacturing activities in metal 3DP.

In fiscal 2015, we generated an aggregate of $1,234,810 in revenue from consulting and other contracts.
approximately (i) $1,164,709 in revenue in connection with our PrintRite3D®-enabled engineering consulting services, and
connection with our contract manufacturing activities in metal 3DP.

Our other general and administrative expenses for fiscal 2016 were $1,790,096, as compared to $1,282,952 in
expenses for fiscal 2016 were $1,026,840, as compared to $585,706 for fiscal 2015. Our expenses relating to non-cash co
were $341,558, as compared to $518,438 for fiscal 2015. Our research and development expenses for fiscal 2016 were
$330,554 for fiscal 2015.
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General and administrative expenses principally include operating expenses and outside service fees, the lar
consists of services in connection with our obligations as an SEC reporting company, in addition to other legal, accounti
relations fees. The net increase in general and administrative expenses in fiscal 2016 as compared to fiscal 2015 is principal
in legal fees in connection with our recent public offering, increases in investor relations expenditures and consultant service
development of our IPQA®-enabled PrintRite3D® technologies and our related efforts to expand our services. The net incr
fiscal 2016 as compared to fiscal 2015 is principally the result of an increase in payroll expenses from the hiring of seven
Company incurred $341,558 of non-cash compensation expenses during 2016, $141,054 of which was the result of the amo
value of the shares of Company common stock issued to our employees and contractors pursuant to the Company's 2013
other $200,504 was non-cash compensation expenses due to the vesting of outstanding stock options held by our em
Company's 2013 Equity Incentive Plan.

As a result of our increased operating activities, including as we seek further commercialization of our IPQA
technologies, and our increased marketing and sales efforts associated with such technologies, including with respect to o
Program, and our contract manufacturing activities, our general and administrative expenses in the future are expecte
Similarly, we anticipate that our payroll and non-cash compensation expenses will continue to increase as we engage m
service providers to support our efforts to grow our business.

Our net loss for fiscal 2016 increased overall and totaled $2,196,834, as compared to $1,696,282 for fiscal 2015.
in the increase in our net loss was the result of an increase in general and administrative expense of $507,144 and an incre
$441,134, which were partially offset by other income of $317,132 primarily due to the change in the fair value of d
decreases in our stock based compensation expenses and research and development expenses.
Liquidity and Capital Resources

As of December 31, 2016, we had $398,391 in cash and a working capital surplus of $110,799, as compared to
working capital surplus of $1,768,931 as of December 31, 2015.

On February 21, 2017, the Company closed an underwritten public offering of equity securities resulting in net
$5.25 million, after deducting underwriting discounts and commissions and other offering expenses payable by the Compan

We expect to generate revenue primarily by licensing our manufacturing and materials technologies to businesses
manufacturing production processes and/or manipulate and improve the most functional characteristics of the materials an
used in their business operations. We also expect to generate revenues by providing contract AM services using our EOS
However, for the period from our inception through December 31, 2016, we generated revenue and financed our o
PrintRite3D®-enabled engineering consulting services we provided during this period and through private sales of Sigm
securities. During the remainder of 2017, we expect to further ramp up our operations and our commercialization and ma
increase the amount of cash we will use in our operations.

We expect that our continued development of our IPQA®-enabled PrintRite3D® technology will enable us to
technology for the AM metal market in the remainder of 2017. However, until commercialization of our full suite of Print
plan to continue funding our development activities and operating expenses by licensing our PrintRite3D® systems and su
applicable, and providing PrintRite3D®-enabled engineering consulting services concerning our areas of expertise (materials
assurance and process control technologies) and contract manufacturing for metal AM , and through the use of proceeds from

Cash flows used in operating activities in 2016 increased to $1,962,314 from $1,260,463 in 2015 due primari
general and administrative costs, as well as an increase in accounts payable and a decrease in revenues in 2016,. The Compan
in 2017, due to increased revenues, offset by increased salaries and related expenses in connection with additional
acquisitions. Cash flows used in investing activities decreased from $161,797 in 2015 to $79,104 in 2016 primarily d
furniture and equipment. Cash flows provided by financing activities were the result of a private offering of debt secur
raised net proceeds of $900,000. There were no cash flows used or provided by financing activities in 2015.
We have no credit lines as of M arch 31, 2017, nor have we ever had a credit line since our inception.
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Based on the funds we have as of M arch 31, 2017, and the proceeds we expect to receive under our PrintRit
consulting agreements, from selling or licensing our PrintRite3D® systems and software, and sales of contract AM ma
parts, we believe that we will have sufficient funds to pay our administrative and other operating expenses through 2017. U
significant revenues and royalties from licensing our PrintRite3D®-enabled technologies and our contact AM manufactur
continue to fund our liquidity and working capital needs will be dependent upon revenues from existing and future PrintRi
consulting contracts, possible strategic partnerships, contract manufacturing orders in connection with our EOS M 290, a
sales of our debt and/or securities. Accordingly, we may have to obtain additional capital from the sale of additional securi
from lenders to fulfill our business plans. If we issue additional equity or debt securities, stockholders may experience add
equity securities may have rights, preferences or privileges senior to those of existing holders of our common stock. There i
be successful in obtaining additional funding. If we fail to obtain sufficient funding when needed, we may be forced to delay
or a portion of our commercialization efforts and operations.

Inflation and changing prices have had no effect on our continuing operations over our two most recent fiscal year
We have no off-balance sheet arrangements as defined in Item 303(a) of Regulation S-K.
ITEM 7A. QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE DIS CLOS URES ABOUT MARKET RIS K.
Not applicable to a “smaller reporting company.”
ITEM 8. FINANCIAL S TATEMENTS AND S UPPLEMENTARY DATA.

Financial Statements are referred to in Item 15, listed in the Index to Financial Statements and filed and included
of this Annual Report on Form 10-K.

ITEM 9. CHANGES IN AND DIS AGREEMENTS WITH ACCOUNTANTS ON ACCOUNTING AND FINANCIAL
None.
ITEM 9A. CONTROLS AND PROCEDURES .
Evaluation of Disclosure Controls and Procedures

Rule 13a-15(e) under the Exchange Act defines the term “disclosure controls and procedures” as those controls a
ensure that information required to be disclosed by a company in the reports that it files or submits under the Exchange A
summarized and reported within the time periods specified in the SEC rules and forms and that such information is accumu
the company’s management, including its principal executive and principal financial officers, or persons performing simila
to allow timely decisions regarding required disclosure.

Based upon an evaluation of the effectiveness of our disclosure controls and procedures performed by o
participation of our President and Chief Executive Officer, and Principal Financial and Accounting Officer, as of the end of
annual report, our management concluded that our disclosure controls and procedures are effective at a reasonable assur
information required to be disclosed by us in our reports is recorded, processed, summarized and reported within the r
foregoing conclusion is based, in part, on the fact that we are a small public company in the early stage of our business,
employees.
Management’s Annual Report on Internal Control Over Financial Reporting

M anagement is responsible for establishing and maintaining adequate internal control over financial reporting,
Exchange Act Rule 13a-15(f) under the Exchange Act. Our management, with the participation of our President and Ch
Principal Financial and Accounting Officer, conducted an evaluation of the effectiveness of our control over financi
framework in Internal Control-Integrated Framework issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadw
management’s evaluation under the framework, management has concluded that our internal control over financial rep
December 31, 2016.
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We continuously seek to improve and strengthen our control processes to ensure that all of our controls and pr
effective. Any failure to implement and maintain improvements in the controls over our financial reporting could cause us t
obligations under the SEC’s rules and regulations. Any failure to improve our internal controls to address the weakness we
cause investors to lose confidence in our reported financial information, which could have a negative impact on the trading p

This annual report does not include an attestation report of the Company’s registered public accounting firm reg
financial reporting. M anagement’s report was not subject to attestation by our registered public accounting firm pursuant t
to provide only management’s report in this annual report.

There have been no changes in our internal controls over financial reporting during the fourth quarter of the year
that have materially affected, or are reasonably likely to materially affect, our internal controls over financial reporting.
ITEM 9B. OTHER INFORMATION
The Company will hold its annual meeting of shareholders on June 7, 2017.

On M arch 27, 2017, we completed funding a loan in the principal amount of $500,000 to M orf3D pursuant
Promissory Note dated M arch 27, 2017 delivered by M orf3D to us. The loan bears interest at the rate of 7% per annum, is
M arch 27, 2018, is secured by certain assets of M orf3D, and is convertible at our option into 10% of the outstanding shar
M orf3D unless M orf3D exercises its right under specified circumstances to repay all principal and accrued interest
Convertible Promissory Note also contains representations, warranties, and affirmative and negative covenants of M
stockholders. The purpose of the loan is to provide working capital to M orf3D to, among other things, lease an EOS M 4
M orf3D to expand production for contracts related to AM of high-precision aerospace & defense components, in furtheran
and in contemplation of a possible acquisition of or merger with M orf3D.
PART III
ITEM 10. DIRECTORS , EXECUTIVE OFFICERS AND CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

The information required by this Item will be set forth in the Company’s 2017 Proxy Statement to be filed with
after December 31, 2016 (the “2017 Proxy Statement”) in connection with the solicitation of proxies for the Company
shareholders and is incorporated herein by reference.

The Company has a code of ethics that applies to all employees, including the Company’s principal executive
officer, and principal accounting officer, as well as to the members of the Board of Directors of the Company.
www.sigmalabsinc.com. The Company intends to disclose any changes in, or waivers from, this code by posting such
website or by filing a Form 8-K, in each case to the extent such disclosure is required by rules of the SEC or NASDAQ.
ITEM 11. EXECUTIVE COMPENS ATION
The information required by this Item will be set forth in the 2017 Proxy Statement.

ITEM 12. S ECURITY OWNERS HIP OF CERTAIN BENEFICIAL OWNERS AND MANAGEMENT AND RELA
MATTERS
The information required by this Item will be set forth in the 2017 Proxy Statement.
ITEM 13. CERTAIN RELATIONS HIPS AND RELATED TRANS ACTIONS , AND DIRECTOR INDEPENDENCE
The information required by this Item will be set forth in the 2017 Proxy Statement.
ITEM 14. PRINCIPAL ACCOUNTING FEES AND S ERVICES
The information required by this Item will be set forth in the 2017 Proxy Statement.
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PART IV
ITEM 15. EXHIBITS AND FINANCIAL S TATEMENT S CHEDULES .

Our financial statements and related notes thereto are listed and included in this Annual Report beginning on
documents are furnished as exhibits to this Form 10-K. Exhibits marked with an asterisk are filed herewith. The remainder
have been filed with the SEC and are incorporated herein by reference.

Exhibit
Number
1.1
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
4.1
4.2
4.3
10.1
10.2
10.3

10.4
10.5
10.6
10.7

Description
Underwriting Agreement, dated as of February 15, 2017, between the Company and Dawson Jam
as Exhibit 1.1 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed February 21, 2017, and
reference).
Amended and Restated Articles of Incorporation of the Company (filed as Exhibit 3.1 to the Co
on Form 8-K filed September 17, 2010, and incorporated herein by reference).
Certificate of Correction to Amended and Restated Articles of Incorporation, as filed with the Ne
on May 25, 2011 (filed as Exhibit 3.2 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K f
incorporated herein by reference).
Articles of Merger (filed as Exhibit 3.3 to the Company’s Form 10-K, filed on March 16, 2016, f
December 31, 2015, and incorporated herein by reference).
Certificate of Change Pursuant to NRS 78.209 (filed as Exhibit 3.1 to the Company’s Current R
February 21, 2017, and incorporated herein by reference).
Certificate of Amendment to Amended and Restated Articles of Incorporation (filed as Exhibi
Form 10-Q, filed on May 12, 2016, for the period ended March 31, 2016, and incorporated herei
Certificate of Change Pursuant to NRS 78.209 (filed as Exhibit 3.2 to the Company’s Current R
February 21, 2017, and incorporated herein by reference).
Certificate of Designation of Rights, Preference and Privileges of Series A Convertible Preferre
3.1 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed February 21, 2017, and incorporated he
Amended and Restated Bylaws of the Company (filed as Exhibit 3.3 to the Company’s Current R
February 21, 2017, and incorporated herein by reference).
Warrant Agency Agreement, dated as of February 15, 2017, between the Company and Inter
(filed as Exhibit 4.1 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed February 21, 2017, and
reference).
Form of Warrant Certificate (filed as Exhibit 4.2 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K
and incorporated herein by reference).
Form of Unit Purchase Option (filed as Exhibit 4.3 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K
and incorporated herein by reference).
Asset Purchase Agreement dated April 17, 2010 between B6 Sigma, Inc. and Technology Man
(filed as Exhibit 10.2 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K/A filed November 12,
herein by reference).
2011 Equity Incentive Plan adopted by the Board of Directors as of March 9, 2011 (filed
Company’s Form 10-Q, filed on May 16, 2011, for the period ended March 31, 2011, and
reference).*
2013 Equity Incentive Plan adopted by the Board of Directors as of March 15, 2013 (filed
Company’s Form 10-K, filed on April 16, 2013, for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2012, a
by reference).*
Form of Nonqualified Stock Option Agreement for the 2013 Equity Incentive Plan (filed as Exhib
Form S-8 Registration Statement, filed on July 24, 2014, and incorporated herein by reference).
Form of Incentive Stock Option Agreement for the 2013 Equity Incentive Plan (filed as Exhib
Form S-8 Registration Statement, filed on July 24, 2014, and incorporated herein by reference).
Form of Restricted Stock Agreement for the 2013 Equity Incentive Plan (filed as Exhibit 4.4 to t
Registration Statement, filed on July 24, 2014, and incorporated herein by reference).*
Employment Agreement, dated as of July 21, 2014, between Sigma Labs, Inc. and Amanda Cola
21, 2015. (Filed as Exhibit 10.11 to the Company’s Form 10-K, filed on March 16, 2016, fo
December 31, 2015, and incorporated herein by reference).*
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10.8
10.9
10.10
10.11
10.12
10.13
10.14
10.15
10.16
10.17
10.18
23.1
31.1
31.2
32.1
101.INS++
101.SCH++
101.CAL++
101.DEF++
101.LAB++
101.PRE++

Employment Offer Letter Agreement, effective August 10, 2015, between Sigma Labs, Inc. and
Exhibit 10.12 to the Company’s Form 10-K, filed on March 16, 2016, for the fiscal year ended
incorporated herein by reference).*
Amendment to Sigma Labs, Inc.’s 2013 Equity Incentive Plan. (Filed as Exhibit 10.2 to the Com
on May 12, 2016, for the period ended March 31, 2016, and incorporated herein by reference).
Amendment to Sigma Labs, Inc.’s 2013 Equity Incentive Plan.* **
Form of Indemnification Agreement for directors and officers of Sigma Labs, Inc. (filed a
Company’s Registration Statement on Form S-1, filed on July 28, 2016, and incorporated herein
Employment Letter Agreement, effective July 18, 2016, between Sigma Labs, Inc. and Murray W
10.2 to the Company’s Form 10-Q, filed on August 11, 2016, for the period ended June 30,
herein by reference).*
Securities Purchase Agreement, dated as of October 17, 2016, by and among Sigma Labs, Inc. a
therein (filed as Exhibit 10.1 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed October 20,
herein by reference).
Form of Secured Convertible Note issued as of October 17, 2016 (filed as Exhibit 10.2 to the Co
on Form 8-K filed October 20, 2016, and incorporated herein by reference).
Registration Rights Agreement, dated as of October 17, 2016, by and among Sigma Labs, Inc. a
therein (filed as Exhibit 10.3 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed October 20,
herein by reference).
Security Agreement, dated as of October 17, 2016, by and between Sigma Labs, Inc. a
Opportunities Master Fund Ltd, in its capacity as Collateral Agent (filed as Exhibit 10.4 to
Report on Form 8-K filed October 20, 2016, and incorporated herein by reference).
Form of Warrant issued to investors in connection with Securities Purchase Agreement dated O
Exhibit 4.1 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed October 20, 2016, and
reference).
Employment Agreement entered into on February 16, 2017 between the Company and Mark J. C
to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed February 21, 2017, and incorporated herein
Consent of Pritchett, Siler & Hardy, P.C.**
Certificate of principal executive officer pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350, as adopted pursua
Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002.**
Certificate of principal financial officer pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350, as adopted pursuan
Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002.**
Certificate of principal executive officer and principal financial officer pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Se
pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002.**
XBRL Instance Document.
XBRL Taxonomy Extension Schema Document.
XBRL Taxonomy Extension Calculation Linkbase Document.
XBRL Taxonomy Extension Definition Linkbase Document.
XBRL Taxonomy Extension Label Linkbase Document.
XBRL Taxonomy Extension Presentation Linkbase Document.

______________
* Indicates a management contract or compensatory plan or arrangement.
** Filed herewith.
++ Pursuant to applicable securities laws and regulations, the Registrant is deemed to have complied with the reportin
submission of interactive data files in such exhibits and is not subject to liability under any anti-fraud provisions of the fed
as the Registrant has made a good faith attempt to comply with the submission requirements and promptly amends the
becoming aware that the interactive data files fails to comply with the submission requirements. These interactive data fi
part of a registration statement or prospectus for purposes of Sections 11 or 12 of the Securities Act of 1933, as amende
purposes of Section 18 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, and otherwise are not subject to liability under
ITEM 16. FORM 10-K S UMMARY.
None
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SIGNATURES

Pursuant to the requirements of Section 13 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the registrant has du
signed on its behalf by the undersigned, thereunto duly authorized.

SIGMA LABS, INC.
March 31, 2017

By:

/s/ Mark J. Cola
Mark J. Cola
President and Chief Executive Officer
(Principal Executive Officer)

March 31, 2017

By:

/s/ Murray Williams
Murray Williams
Chief Financial Officer
(Principal Financial and Accounting Officer)

Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, this report has been signed below by the fo
of the registrant in the capacities and on the dates indicated.

Signature

Title

Date

President and Chief Executive Officer
(Principal Executive Officer) and Director

March 31, 2017

Chief Financial Officer
(Principal Financial and Accounting Officer)

March 31, 2017

/s/ Sam Bell
Sam Bell

Director

March 31, 2017

/s/ Frank Garofalo
Frank Garofalo

Director

March 31, 2017

/s/ John Rice
John Rice

Director

March 31, 2017

/s/ Mark J. Cola
Mark J. Cola
/s/ Murray Williams
Murray Williams
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PRITCHETT, S ILER & HARDY, P.C.
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION
1438 NORTH HIGHWAY 89, SUITE 130
FARM INGTON, UTAH 84025
_______________
(801) 447-9572 FAX (801) 447-9578

REPORT OF INDEPENDENT REGIS TERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM

Board of Directors
Sigma Labs, Inc.
Santa Fe, New M exico

We have audited the accompanying balance sheets of Sigma Labs, Inc. as of December 31, 2016 and 2015 and the related
stockholders’ equity and cash flows for the years then ended. Sigma Labs, Inc.’s management is responsible for these
responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audits.

We conducted our audits in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free
The Company is not required to have, nor were we engaged to perform, an audit of its internal control over financial rep
consideration of internal control over financial reporting as a basis for designing audit procedures that are appropriate in the
the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the Company’s internal control over financial reporting. Accor
opinion. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial
accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial s
believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position
December 31, 2016 and 2015 and the results of its operations and its cash flows for the years then ended, in conformity
generally accepted in the United States of America.
/s/ PRITCHETT, SILER & HARDY, P.C.
PRITCHETT, S ILER & HARDY, P.C.
Farmington, Utah
M arch 31, 2017
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S igma Labs, Inc.
Condensed Balance S heets

December 31, 2016
ASSETS
Current Assets:
Cash
Accounts Receivable, net
Inventory
Prepaid Assets
Total Current Assets

$

Other Assets:
Property and Equipment, net
Intangible Assets, net
Investment in Joint Venture
Prepaid Stock Compensation
Total Other Assets

398,391
288,236
187,241
36,056
909,924
564,933
226,450
500
167,562
959,445

TOTAL ASSETS

$

1,869,369

$

112,175
561,834
125,116
799,125

LIABILITIES AND STOCKHOLDERS' EQUITY
Current Liabilities:
Accounts Payable
Notes Payable, net of original issue discount $79,886
Accrued Expenses
Total Current Liabilities
Long-Term Liabilities
Derivative Liability
Total Long-Term Liability

93,206
93,206

TOTAL LIABILITIES

892,331

Stockholders' Equity
Preferred Stock, $0.001 par; 10,000,000 shares authorized;
None issued and outstanding
Common Stock, $0.001 par; 7,500,000 shares authorized;
3,133,789 and 3,119,537 issued and outstanding at
December 31, 2016 and 2015, respectively
Additional Paid-In Capital
Accumulated Deficit
Total Stockholders' Equity

3,135
10,734,857
(9,760,954)
977,038

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND STOCKHOLDERS' EQUITY

$
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1,869,369

S igma Labs, Inc.
Condensed S tatements of Operations

Years Ended
2016
Revenues

$

966,422
228,902

COST OF REVENUE
GROSS PROFIT

737,520

EXPENSES:
Other General and Administration
Payroll Expense
Stock-Based Compensation
Research and Development
Total Expenses

1,790,096
1,026,840
341,558
92,992
3,251,486

OTHER INCOME (EXPENSE)
Interest Income
Other Income
Other Income-Decrease in fair value of derivative liabilities
Other Expense - Debt discount amortization
Loss on Investment in Joint Venture
Total Other Income

355
51,703
354,644
(89,570)
317,132

LOSS BEFORE PROVISION FOR INCOME TAXES

(2,196,834)

Provision for income Taxes
Net Loss

$

(2,196,834)

Net Loss per Common Share - Basic and Diluted

$

(0.70)

Weighted Average Number of Shares Outstanding - Basic and Diluted
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3,125,022

S igma Labs, Inc.
S tatement of S tockholders' Equity
For The Years Ended December 31, 2016 and 2015
Common
S tock
S hares
Balance December 31, 2014

Common
S tock
Amount

3,098,705 $

Additional
Paid in
Capital

Accumulated
Deficit

3,099 $ 10,414,931 $

Totals

(5,867,838) $

4,550,192

Shares issued for services at a price of
$10.60

18,019

18

190,983

-

191,001

Shares issued for services at a price of
$11.80

1,250

1

14,749

-

14,750

Shares issued for services at a price of
$13.00

313

1

4,062

-

4,063

Shares issued for services at a price of
$12.30

1,250

1

15,373

-

15,374

Net loss for the year ended December
31, 2015

-

-

-

(1,696,282)

(1,696,282)

3,119,537

3,120

10,640,098

(7,564,120)

3,079,098

(10,000)

(10)

(257,990)

-

(258,000)

Shares issued for services at a price of
$9.64

313

1

3,010

-

3,011

Shares issued for services at a price of
$9.74

1,540

2

14,997

-

14,999

Shares issued for services at a price of
$8.50

1,764

2

14,998

-

15,000

Shares issued for services at a price of
$6.10

1,230

1

7,499

-

7,500

Shares issued for services at a price of
$5.96

1,257

1

7,498

-

7,499

565

1

-

-

1

-

-

200,504

-

200,504

Shares issued for services at a price of
$6.00

2,083

2

12,498

-

12,500

Shares issued for services at a price of
$5.92

15,500

15

91,745

-

91,760

Derivative value on issuance date warrants and notes payable conversion
feature

-

-

(447,850)

-

(447,850)

Debt discount on notes payable

-

-

447,850

-

447,850

Net loss for the twelve months ended
December 31, 2016

-

-

-

(2,196,834)

(2,196,834)

Balance December 31, 2015
Shares forfeited

Fractional shares issued at reverse
stock split
Stock options awarded to employees

Balance December 31, 2016

3,133,789 $

3,135 $ 10,734,857 $

(9,760,954) $

977,038
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S igma Labs, Inc. and S ubsidiaries
Condensed S tatements of Cash Flows

Years End
2016
OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Net Loss
Adjustments to reconcile Net Income (Loss) to Net Cash used in operating activities:
Noncash Expenses:
Amortization
Depreciation
Stock Compensation
Net effect of derivative liability and debt discount related to notes payable
Note payable original issue discount
Note payable debt discount amortization
Change in assets and liabilities:
Accounts Receivable
Allowance for Doubtful Accounts
(Decrease in allowance for Doubtful Accounts)
Inventory
Prepaid Assets
Accounts Payable
Accrued Expenses
NET CASH USED IN OPERATING ACTIVITIES

$

(2,196,834

6,52
172,31
(345,759
354,64
20,11
89,57

(8,014

(167,112
2,63
73,78
53,59
(1,962,314

INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Purchase of Furniture and Equipment
Purchase of Intangible Assets
Investment in Joint Venture
Loss on Investment in Joint Venture
NET CASH USED IN INVESTING ACTIVITIES

(79,104

FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Proceeds from issuance of notes payable
NET CASH PROVIDED BY FINANCING ACTIVITIES

900,00
900,00

(22,494
(65,332
8,72

NET CASH DECREASE FOR PERIOD

(1,141,418

1,539,80

CASH AT BEGINNING OF PERIOD
CASH AT END OF PERIOD

$

Supplemental Disclosure for Cash Flow Information:
Cash paid during the period for:
Interest
Income Taxes

$
$

Supplemental Schedule of Noncash Investing and Financing Activities:
Issuance of Common Stock for services
Cancellation of Common Stock previously issued for services
Derivative Liability

$
$
$
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398,39

152,26
(258,000
93,20

S IGMA LABS , INC.
NOTES TO CONS OLIDATED FINANCIAL S TATEMENTS
DECEMBER 31, 2016
NOTE 1 – S ummary of S ignificant Accounting Policies

Nature of Business – On September 13, 2010 Sigma Labs, Inc., formerly named Framewaves, Inc., a Nevada corporat
shares of B6 Sigma, Inc. by exchanging 6.67 shares of Framewaves, Inc. restricted common stock for each issued and outs
Inc. The acquisition has been accounted for as a “reverse purchase,” and accordingly the operations of Framewaves,
acquisition have been eliminated. Unless otherwise indicated or the context otherwise requires, the term “B6 Sigma” r
Delaware corporation, which, until the short-form merger referenced below, was our wholly-owned, operating company ac
the terms the “Company,” “Sigma,” “we,” “us” and “our” refer to Sigma Labs, Inc., together with B6 Sigma, Inc. Prior t
conducted substantially all of our operations through B6 Sigma. On December 29, 2015, we completed a short-form merg
As a result, B6 Sigma became part of Sigma and no longer exists as a subsidiary.

B6 Sigma, Inc., incorporated February 5, 2010, was founded by a group of scientists, engineers and businessmen to develo
and unique manufacturing and materials technologies. The Company believes that some of these technologies will fundamen
quality assurance and process control practices by embedding them into the manufacturing processes in real time, enablin
ultimately leading to closed loop process control. The Company anticipates that its core technologies will allow its clie
manufacturing quality assurance and process control protocols with novel materials to achieve breakthrough product po
including aerospace, defense, oil and gas, bio-medical, and power generation.

Basis of Presentation – The accompanying financial statements have been prepared by the Company in accordance with
and Exchange Commission Regulation S-X. In the opinion of management, all adjustments (which include only norm
necessary to present fairly the financial position, results of operations and cash flows at December 31, 2016 and 2015 and
have been made.

Reclassification – Certain amounts in prior-period financial statements have been reclassified for comparative purposes t
in the current-period financial statements.

Loss Per S hare – The computation of loss per share is based on the weighted average number of shares outstanding durin
with ASC Topic No. 260, “Earnings Per Share.”

Property and Equipment – Property and equipment are stated at cost. Expenditures for major renewals and betterments
of property and equipment are capitalized upon being placed in service. Expenditures for maintenance and repairs are char
Depreciation is computed using the straight-line method over the estimated useful lives of the assets. The estimated life
three years unless a unique circumstance exists, which is then fully documented as an exception to the policy.

Fair Value of Financial Instruments - The Company applies ASC 820, “Fair Value M easurements.” This guidance defin
three-level valuation hierarchy for disclosures of fair value measurement and enhances disclosure requirements for fair value
are defined as follows:
·

Level 1 inputs to the valuation methodology are quoted prices (unadjusted) for identical assets or liabilities in activ

·

Level 2 inputs to the valuation methodology include quoted prices for similar assets and liabilities in active ma
observable for the asset or liability, either directly or indirectly, for substantially the full term of the financial instr

·

Level 3 inputs to valuation methodology are unobservable and significant to the fair measurement.

Fair Value of Financial Instruments – The Company adopted ASC 820, Fair Value Measurements and Disclosures
measured at fair value on a recurring basis. ASC 820 establishes a common definition for fair value to be applied to existin
the use of fair value measurements which establishes a framework for measuring fair value and expands disclosure about suc
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ASC 820 defines fair value as the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a liability in an orderly t
participants at the measurement date. Additionally, ASC 820 requires the use of valuation techniques that maximize the us
minimize the use of unobservable inputs. These inputs are prioritized below:
Level 1:
Level 2:
Level 3:

Observable inputs such as quoted market prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities
Observable market-based inputs or unobservable inputs that are corroborated by market data
Unobservable inputs for which there is little or no market data, which require the use of the reporting en

The carrying amounts reported in the balance sheets for the cash and cash equivalents, prepaid stock compensation, receiva
accrued liabilities each qualify as financial instruments and are a reasonable estimate of fair value because on the short p
origination of such instruments and their expected realization and their current market rate of interest.

In addition, FASB ASC 825-10-25, Fair Value Option was effective for January 1, 2008. ASC 825-10-25 expands oppo
measurements in financial reporting and permits entities to choose to measure many financial instruments and certain other
Fair value of financial instruments is as follows:

Date
Octob

December 31, 2016
Input
Fair Value
Level
Derivative liability – $1 million of Notes issued
October 17, 2016
Derivative liability – 160,000 warrants issued
October 17, 2016

Fair Value

$56,557

Level 3

$271,754

$36,649

Level 3

$176,096

The derivative liability is the result of the $1 million of Notes, and the 160,000 warrants, that were issued in October 20
anti-dilution provisions in the event the Company engages in specified transactions. The Notes mature on October 17, 20
on October 17, 2019. The following table presents a reconciliation of the derivative liability measured at fair value on a recu
unobservable input (Level 3) on October 17, 2016 and December 31, 2016:

Conversion feature
Fair value on issuance date
Change in fair value
Balance December 31, 2016

$
$

At December 31, 2015, the Company had two outstanding warrants to purchase a total of 12,500 shares of common stoc
contain anti-dilution provisions, and thus were not derivative liabilities. The fair value of one of the warrants of $271,250 w
issuance in 2014, and was calculated using a Black-Scholes option pricing model with the following assumptions: expected
volatility of 201%, a risk-free interest rate of 0.39%, and an expected dividend yield of 0%. The fair value of the othe
expensed on the date of issuance in 2014, and was calculated using a Black-Scholes option pricing model with the following
of two years, expected volatility of 287%, a risk-free interest rate of 0.41%, and an expected dividend yield of 0%.

Income Taxes – The Company accounts for income taxes in accordance with ASC Topic No. 740, “Accounting for Income

The Company adopted the provisions of ASC Topic No. 740, “Accounting for Income Taxes,” at the date of inception o
result of the implementation of ASC Topic No. 740, the Company recognized no increase in the liability for unrecognized ta

The Company has no tax positions at December 31, 2016 and 2015 for which the ultimate deductibility is highly cert
uncertainty about the timing of such deductibility.
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The Company recognizes interest accrued related to unrecognized tax benefits in interest expense and penalties in operating
ended December 31, 2016, the Company recognized no interest and penalties. The Company had no accruals for interest
31, 2016 or 2015. All tax years starting with 2010 are open for examination.

Loss Per S hare – The computation of loss per share is based on the weighted average number of shares outstanding durin
with ASC Topic No. 260, “Earnings Per Share.”

Accounts Receivable and Allowance for Doubtful Accounts - Trade accounts receivable are carried at original invoice am
for doubtful accounts. We determine the allowance for doubtful accounts by identifying potential troubled accounts and by
and future expectations applied to an aging of accounts. Trade accounts receivable are written off when deemed uncolle
accounts receivable previously written off are recorded as income when received. There no allowance for doubtful account
2015.

Long-Lived and Intangible Assets – Long-lived assets and certain identifiable definite life intangibles to be held and u
reviewed for impairment whenever events or changes in circumstances indicate that the carrying amount of an asset ma
Company continuously evaluates the recoverability of its long-lived assets based on estimated future cash flows and the est
such long-lived assets, and provides for impairment if such undiscounted cash flows are insufficient to recover the carryin
assets. If impairment exists, an adjustment is made to write the asset down to its fair value, and a loss is recorded as t
carrying value and fair value. Fair values are determined based on quoted market values, discounted cash flows or internal
applicable. Assets to be disposed of are carried at the lower of carrying value or estimated net realizable value. No impai
years ended December 31, 2016 or 2015.

Recently Enacted Accounting S tandards – The FASB established the Accounting Standards Codification (“Codification
of authoritative accounting principles recognized by the FASB to be applied by nongovernmental entities in the preparatio
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles in the United States (“GAAP”). Rules and interpretive rele
Exchange Commission (“SEC”) issued under authority of federal securities laws are also sources of GAAP for SEC registran

Recent Accounting Standards Updates (“ASU”) through ASU No. 2015-01 contain technical corrections to existing guida
specialized industries or situations. The Company has evaluated recently issued technical pronouncements and has dete
have no current applicability to the Company or their effect on the financial statements would not have been significant.

Cash Equivalents - The Company considers all highly liquid investments with an original maturity of three months or les
cash equivalents.

Concentration of Credit Risk - The Company maintains its cash in bank deposit accounts, which, at times, may excee
The Company has not experienced any losses in such accounts and believes it is not exposed to any significant cre
equivalents.

Organization Expenditures – Organizational expenditures are expensed as incurred for SEC filings, but capitalized and
purposes.

S tock Based Compensation – The Company recognizes compensation costs to employees under ASC Topic No. 718
Compensation.” Under ASC Topic No. 718, companies are required to measure the compensation costs of share-based c
based on the grant-date fair value and recognize the costs in the financial statements over the period during which employ
services. Share based compensation arrangements may include stock options, grants of shares of common stock with
performance based awards, share appreciation rights and employee share purchase plans. As such, compensation cost is me
at its fair value. Such compensation amounts, if any, are amortized over the respective vesting periods of the option or stoc
or stock grants for compensation are included in the Statement of Stockholders’ Equity as a contra-equity account as “Defer
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Equity instruments issued to non-employees are recorded on the basis of the fair value of the instruments, as required
“Equity Based Payments to Non-Employees.” In general, the measurement date is either (a) when a performance commitm
or (b) the earlier of the date that (i) the non-employee performance requirement is complete or (ii) the instruments are v
related to the instruments is recognized over a period based on the facts and circumstances of each particular grant as define
Standards Codification.
Amortization - Utility patents are amortized over a 17 year period. Patents which are pending are not amortized.

Accounting Estimates - The preparation of financial statements in conformity with generally accepted accounting princ
requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect certain reported amounts of assets and liabilities, th
assets and liabilities at the date of the financial statements, and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses during th
results could differ from those estimated by management. Significant accounting estimates that may materially chan
impairment of long-lived assets, values of stock compensation awards and stock equivalents granted as offering costs, and a
inventory obsolescence.

Revenue Recognition – The Company’s revenue is derived primarily from providing services under contracts. The Comp
accordance with ASC Topic No. 605 based on the following criteria: Persuasive evidence of an arrangement exists, servic
price is fixed or determinable, and collectability is reasonably assured. In general, the Company recognizes service revenue a
the relevant arrangement have been performed.

Deferred S tock Offering Costs – Costs related to stock offerings (if any) are deferred and will be offset against the p
additional paid-in capital. In the event a stock offering is unsuccessful, the costs relating to the offering will be written-off d

Inventory – Inventories consist of raw materials used in the production of customized parts totaling $187,241 and $20,129
and 2015, respectively, and nominal work-in-process components which will be sold to customers. Inventories are valu
market, using the first-in, first-out (FIFO) method.

Research and Development – Research and development costs are expensed as they are incurred. Research and develo
ended December 31, 2016 and 2015 were $92,992 and $330,554, respectively.
NOTE 2 – S tockholders’ Equity
Common S tock

In M arch 2015, the Company issued 5,000 shares of stock to a director. The Company also issued 2,500 shares of s
aggregate of 10,519 shares of stock to two consultants, subject to vesting restrictions. The shares were issued pursuant to
were valued at $10.60 or $191,000. During the years ended December 31, 2016 and 2015, 1,501 and 16,159 of the shares
1,501 shares unvested at December 31, 2015 (valued at $15,905) was reflected as prepaid assets.

In August 2015, in conjunction with the hiring of Ron Fisher, the Company's Vice President of Business Development, th
Fisher 1,250 shares of common stock, subject to performance-based vesting restrictions.

In November 2015, the Company issued 313 shares of common stock to an employee valued at $13.00 per share, or $4,06
of common stock to an employee valued at $12.30 per share, or $15,375.

Effective M arch 17, 2016, our Amended and Restated Articles of Incorporation were amended pursuant to a Certifica
Nevada Revised Statutes 78.209 (the “Certificate of Change”) filed with the Nevada Secretary of State. The Certificate of C
reverse stock split of the outstanding shares of our common stock on a 1-for-100 basis (the “Reverse Stock Split”), and a
the number of shares of our common stock that we are authorized to issue (the “Share Decrease”).

As a result of the Reverse Stock Split, the number of issued and outstanding shares of our common stock decreased from
Stock Split shares to 3,114,855 post-Reverse Stock Split shares (after adjustment for any fractional shares). Pursuant t
number of authorized shares of our common stock decreased from 375,000,000 to 3,750,000 shares of common stock
common stock included in these financial statements are presented post-Reverse Stock Split.
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In February 2016, the Company issued 313 shares of common stock to a new employee, valued at $9.64 per share, or $3,01
In M arch 2016, the Company issued 1,540 shares of common stock to a consultant, valued at $9.74 per share, or $14,999.
In April 2016, the Company issued 1,764 shares of common stock to a consultant, valued at $8.50 per share, or $15,000.
In M ay 2016, the Company issued 1,230 shares of common stock to a consultant, valued at $6.10 per share, or $7,499.
In June 2016, the Company issued 1,257 shares of common stock to a consultant, valued at $5.964 per share, or $7,498.
In July 2016, the Company issued 2,083 shares of common stock to a consultant, valued at $6.00 per share, or $12,501.
In July 2016, the Company issued 15,500 shares of common stock to an employee, valued at $5.92 per share, or $91,760.

On April 28, 2016, the Company's Amended and Restated Articles of Incorporation were amended to increase the number
Company's common stock from 3,750,000 to 7,500,000 shares of common stock. As of December 31, 2016, the Compan
authorized common stock, $0.001 par value per share.

As of December 31, 2016 and 2015, there were 3,133,789 and 3,119,537 shares of common stock issued and outstanding, re
Deferred Compensation

During July 2014, the Company issued to three employees an aggregate of 30,000 shares of the Company’s common sto
pursuant to the 2013 Plan. Such shares were valued at the fair value of $774,000 or $25.80 per share. This compensation
vesting period. As of December 31, 2016 and 2015, the balance of unvested compensation cost expected to be recognized
valued at $25.80) and $387,000 (15,000 shares valued at $25.80), respectively, and is recorded as a reduction of stockhol
compensation is being recognized over the weighted average period of approximately 2 years (through July 2017).

In November 2014, the Company issued 7,500 shares of stock to a director, subject to restrictions, pursuant to the Compan
Plan (the “2013 Plan”). The shares were valued at $18.80 or $141,000. All shares vested during the year ended December 31

As described under the Common Stock heading above, the Company issued 5,000 shares of stock to a director in M arch
issued 2,500 shares of stock to an officer, and an aggregate of 10,519 shares of stock to two consultants, subject to vesti
were issued pursuant to the 2013 Plan. The shares were valued at $10.60 or $191,000. 16,519 of the shares vested during
31, 2015. The remaining 1,501 shares vested during the year ended December 31, 2016 (valued at $15,905).

As described under the Common Stock heading above, in August 2015, the Company issued 1,250 shares of stock to
performance-based vesting restrictions, pursuant to the Company's 2013 Equity Incentive Plan (the “2013 Plan”). The sh
or $14,750. As of December 31, 2016, 1,000 of the 1,250 shares are unvested. All of the 1,250 shares were unvested as of D

As of December 31, 2016 and 2015, the balance of unvested compensation cost expected to be recognized was $167,562 a
and is recorded as prepaid stock compensation. The unvested compensation is being recognized over the weighted average
years (through July, 2017).
Preferred S tock

The Company is authorized to issue 10,000,000 shares of preferred stock, $0.001 par value. No shares of preferre
outstanding at December 31, 2016 and 2015.
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S tock Options

On April 28, 2016, at the Annual M eeting of Stockholders of the Company, the Company's stockholders approved an am
to increase the number of shares of the Company's common stock reserved for issuance under the 2013 Plan by 319,269 sh
to a total of 375,000 shares (on a post-Reverse Stock Split basis). As of December 31, 2016, an aggregate of 750 sha
common stock were reserved for issuance under the 2011 Plan and the 2013 Plan, respectively.

During 2016, the Company granted a total of 73,688 options to 10 employees with vesting periods ranging from 3 to 4
2017. In 2016, 2,938 options vested, and $168,411 of compensation cost had been recognized during the year. As of Dece
options to purchase 101,188 shares outstanding under the plans. Of this amount, there are vested options exercisable int
stock. As of December 31, 2016, the Company had 200,419 shares reserved for future grant under its plans and there were
the years ended December 31, 2016 or 2015.

During 2015, the Company granted a total of 28,438 options to three employees with vesting periods ranging from on
August 10, 2015. As of December 31, 2015, none of the option grants had vested, and only a nominal amount of co
recognized during the year. The weighted average period over which total compensation cost of the options of $306,796
years. The weighted average exercise price of the options was $11.88 and the weighted average fair value of the options
$11.82.

The Company generally grants stock options to employees and directors at exercise prices equal to the fair market value o
the dates of grant. Stock options are typically granted throughout the year and generally vest over four years of service and
date of the award, unless otherwise specified. The Company recognizes compensation expense for the fair value of t
requisite service period for each stock option award.

Total share-based compensation expense included in the consolidated statements of operations for the years ended Decem
$341,558 and $518,438, respectively. There was no capitalized share-based compensation cost as of December 31, 2016 an
recognized tax benefits during the years ended December 31, 2016 and 2015.

To estimate the value of an award, the Company uses the Black-Scholes option-pricing model. This model requires inp
expected volatility and risk-free interest rate. The forfeiture rate also impacts the amount of aggregate compensation. Thes
generally require significant analysis and judgment to develop. While estimates of expected life, volatility and forfeiture rate
the Company’s historical data, the risk-free rate is based on the yield available on U.S. Treasury constant maturity rates
expected term of the stock option awards. The fair value of share-based awards was estimated using the Black-Scholes
weighted-average assumptions for the years ended December 31, 2016 and 2015:
Assumptions:

2016
Dividend yield
Risk-free interest rate
Expected volatility
Expected life (in years)

0.00
1.13-2.32%
67.3-78.9%
10
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Option activity for the year ended December 31, 2016 was as follows:

Weighted
Average
Exercise
Price
($)

Options
Options outstanding at December 31, 2015
Granted
Exercised
Forfeited or cancelled
Options outstanding at December 31, 2016
Options expected to vest in the future as of
December 31, 2016
Options exercisable at December 31, 2016
Options vested, exercisable and options expected to
vest at December 31, 2016

28,438
73,688
(938)

11.90
7.09
13.00

101,188

8.39

98,250
2,938

8.29
11.78

101,188

8.39

Weighted
Average
Remaining
Contractual
Life (Yrs.)

The aggregate intrinsic value is calculated as the difference between the exercise price of the underlying awards and the qu
stock for those awards that have an exercise price currently below the $3.24 closing price of our Common Stock on Decem
options have an exercise price currently below $3.24.

At December 31, 2016 and 2015, there was $452,551 and $619,300, respectively, of unrecognized share-based compe
unvested share options with a weighted average remaining recognition period of 9.29 and 9.65 years, respectively.
Warrants

At December 31, 2016, the Company had two outstanding warrants to purchase a total of 80,000 shares of common st
$8.10 per share. If not exercised, the warrants to purchase 80,000 shares will expire on October 17, 2019.

At December 31, 2015, the Company had two outstanding warrants to purchase a total of 12,500 shares of common st
$16.00 per share. Warrants to purchase 10,938 shares expired on January 10, 2016 and warrants to purchase 1,563 expired

During the year ended December 31, 2015, a warrant to purchase 10,186 shares of common stock at an exercise price of $3
warrant to purchase 71,297 shares of common stock at an exercise price of $30.00 per share expired.
NOTE 3 – Notes Payable

Effective October 17, 2016, the Company entered into a Securities Purchase Agreement with two accredited investors
private placement by the Company of Secured Convertible Notes in the aggregate principal amount of $1,000,000 (the "
"Warrants") to purchase up to 80,000 shares (the "Warrant Shares") of the Company's common stock ("Common Stock"
certain circumstances), for aggregate gross proceeds, before expenses, to the Company of $900,000 (the “Financing Transac

The Notes carry a one-time upfront interest charge of a total of $100,000, which is being expensed to interest expense mo
of the Notes and correspondingly increases in the Notes Payable balance each period. As of December 31, 2016, the
$920,114. However, the effective Notes Payable balance is $1 million since that is the amount we would have to pay in
anytime between now and the maturity date of October 17, 2017, in addition to accrued interest and a 15% pre-payment pe

The Notes carry an interest rate of 10% per annum, calculated on the basis of a 360-day year, based on the $1 millio
balance. Such interest is payable every three months in cash, or, at the holder’s option, in unrestricted shares of Comm
statement is then in effect for such shares of common stock.
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In connection with the Financing Transaction, the Company entered into a Registration Rights Agreement, dated October 17
(the “Registration Rights Agreement”), pursuant to which the Company agreed to file a registration statement related to
with the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) covering the resale of (i) the shares of Common Stock that will be is
conversion of the Notes (the "Conversion Shares"), and (ii) the Warrant Shares that will be issued to the Investors upon ex
Notes are secured by the assets of the Company pursuant to a Security Agreement, dated October 17, 2016, betwe
"collateral agent" (as defined in the Notes) for the benefit of itself and each of the Investors.

The Notes are convertible into shares of Common Stock at a conversion price equal to the lesser of (i) the final unit price of
public offering initially filed with the SEC on July 28, 2016, and (ii) 150% of the closing price of the Common Stock
M arkets Group, Inc. on the date of issuance of the Notes (subject to adjustment as provided therein). As such, as o
conversion price of the Notes was $8.10, which is 150% of the closing price of the Common Stock as reported by the OT
the date of issuance.

Each Warrant has an initial exercise price equal to the lesser of (i) the final unit price of the Company’s proposed public offe
SEC on July 28, 2016, and (ii) 150% of the closing price of the Common Stock as reported by the OTC M arkets Group, I
of the Warrants (subject to adjustment as provided therein), which Warrants may be exercised on a cashless basis as pro
such, as of December 31, 2016, the exercise price of the Warrants was $4.05, which is 150% of the closing price of the Com
the OTC M arkets Group, Inc. on the date of issuance.
NOTE 4 – Continuing Operations

The Company has sustained losses and has negative cash flows from operating activities since its inception. Howev
increasing revenues in recent periods. In addition, the Company has raised significant equity capital and is currently secu
increase future revenues. On February 21, 2017, the Company closed an underwritten public offering of equity securities r
approximately $5.25 million, after deducting underwriting discounts and commissions and other offering expenses payable
the Company believes it has adequate working capital and cash to fund operations through 2017, and has entered into si
that are expected to generate cash flow in the near term.
NOTE 5 – Income Taxes

The Company accounts for income taxes in accordance with ASC Topic No. 740. This standard requires the Company to
asset or liability equal to the expected future tax benefit or expense of temporary reporting differences between book and t
any available operating loss or tax credit carryforwards. Income tax returns open for examination by the Internal Revenue S
ended December 31, 2012 through 2014.

The Company has available at December 31, 2016, unused operating loss carryforwards of approximately $8,328,160, wh
future taxable income and which expire in various years through 2035. However, if certain substantial changes in the Com
occur, there could be an annual limitation on the amount of net operating loss carryforward which can be utilized. Th
realization of the benefits from the operating loss carryforwards for income tax purposes is dependent, in part, upon the ta
earnings of the Company and other future events, the effects of which cannot be determined. Because of the uncertainty sur
the loss carryforwards, the Company has established a valuation allowance equal to the tax effect of the loss carryforw
differences of approximately $3,767,996 and $2,914,526 at December 31, 2016 and 2015, respectively, and, therefore, no
recognized for the loss carryforwards. The change in the valuation allowance is approximately $853,470 and $659,006 for
31, 2016 and 2015, respectively.
Deferred tax assets are comprised of the following:

2016
Deferred tax assets:
NOL carryover
Impairments
Warrants
Valuation allowance
Net deferred tax asset

$

$
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3,235,490
33,931
498,575
(3,767,996)
-

The reconciliation of the provision for income taxes computed at the U.S. federal statutory tax rate (34%) to the Company
period ended December 31, 2016 and 2015 is as follows:

2016
Book Loss
State taxes
Deductible differences
Change in valuation allowance

$

746,924
106,546
(853,470)

Provision for Income Taxes

$

-

NOTE 6 – Loss Per S hare

The following data show the amounts used in computing loss per share and the effect on income and the weighted average n
potential common stock for the periods ended December 31, 2016 and 2015:

Year Ended D
2016
Loss from continuing
Operations available to
Common stockholders (numerator)

$

(2,196,834)

Weighted average number of
common shares Outstanding
used in loss per share during
the Period (denominator)

3,125,022

Dilutive loss per share was not presented as the Company had no common equivalent shares for all periods presen
computation of diluted loss per share or its effect is anti-dilutive.
NOTE 7 – Furniture and Equipment

The following is a summary of property and equipment, purchased, used and depreciated over a three-year period, less ac
of December 31, 2016 and 2015:

Year Ended D
2016
Property and Equipment
Less: Accumulated Depreciation
Net Property and Equipment

$
$

993,843
(428,910)
564,933

Depreciation expense on property and equipment was $172,315 and $166,744 for the years ended December 31, 2016 and
NOTE 8 – Intangible Assets
The Company’s intangible assets consist of Patents, Patent Pending Applications and Customer Contacts.

Provisional patent applications are not amortized until a patent has been granted. Once a patent is granted, the Compan
costs over the estimated useful life of the patent. If a patent application is denied, then the costs will be expensed at that tim

The customer contacts were acquired in a business acquisition on December 31, 2011 and were to be amortized over thei
years.
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The following is a summary of definite-life intangible assets less accumulated amortization as of December 31, 2016 and 201

Year Ended D
2016
Provisional Patent Applications
Patents
Customer Contacts
Less: Accumulated Amortization

$

183,574
59,701
262,009
(278,833)

Net Intangible Assets

$

226,450

Amortization expense on intangible assets was $2,309 and $2,308 for the years ended December 31, 2016 and 2015.
The estimated aggregate amortization expense for each of the succeeding years ending December 31 is as follows:

2017
2018
2019
2020
Thereafter
$
NOTE 9 – Commitments and Contingencies

Operating Leases – The Company leases office and laboratory space under operating leases. Expense relating to these op
and $49,637 for the years ended December 31, 2016 and 2015, respectively. The future minimum lease payments requ
operating leases at December 31, 2016 was $40,275. The future minimum lease payments are due during the year 2017.
NOTE 10 – Concentrations

Revenues – During the years ended December 31, 2016 and 2015, the Company had the following significant customer
than 10% each of the Company’s revenue in at least one of the periods presented. The loss of the revenues generated by th
a significant effect on the operations of the Company.

Customer

2016

A
B
D
E
F

40.93%
29.97%
8.72%
7.03%
4.61%
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Accounts Receivable – The Company had the following significant customers who accounted for more than 10% each o
receivable balance at December 31, 2016 and 2015, respectively.

Customer

2016

A
B
C
D
E
F

75,74%
5.31%
5.24%
4.12%
3.18%
3.0%

NOTE 11 - Joint Venture

As previously reported in our Form 8-K filed with the SEC on July 6, 2015, we entered into an Operating Agreement an
Arete Innovative Solutions LLC (“Arete”). The Operating Agreement and Statement of Work governed the operations of A
Venture"), a joint venture formed by us and Arete for the purpose of pursuing business opportunities related to AM utiliz
machines, including enabling and implementing sales and manufacturing transactions. Under the Operating Agreement and
other matters reported in our Form 8-K and set forth in the Operating Agreement and Statement of Work, (i) each of Sig
ownership interest in the Joint Venture, and (ii) the Joint Venture was managed by William F. Herman, President of
limitations. Based on the Operating Agreement, the Company held the non-controlling interest in the Joint Venture. Theref
not consolidated, but rather was accounted for on the equity method of recording investments. During the years ended Dec
net operations resulted in a loss on the investment of $105 and $778, respectively. The Company terminated the Join
continuing to pursue business opportunities related to AM utilizing the Company's EOS M 290 or like machines.
Note 12 - Defined Contribution Plan

In 2014, the Company adopted a qualified 401(K) plan (Plan), in which all employees over the age of 21 may participate.
to match 100% of each participant’s contribution up to 3% of salary, and 50% of the next 2% of salary contributed. The C
an annual basis, to make a discretionary contribution to the plan. Company matches and elective contributions vest t
follows: 20% after two years of service, and 20% per year thereafter until the participant reaches 6 years of service,
contributions vest 100%. The cost of matching contributions were $35,488 in 2016 and $18,315 in 2015.
NOTE 13 – S ubsequent Events

In connection with their appointment to the Company’s Board of Directors, on January 10, 2017, the Company granted e
Garofalo 5,000 shares of common stock of the Company, under the Company’s 2013 Equity Incentive Plan, with such sh
successive quarterly installments of 1,250 shares each, beginning on April 10, 2017, subject to the requirement that each of
as applicable, must remain a director of the Company.

Effective February 15, 2017, our Amended and Restated Articles of Incorporation were amended pursuant to a Certific
Nevada Revised Statutes 78.209 (the “Certificate of Change”) filed with the Nevada Secretary of State. The Certificate of C
reverse stock split of the outstanding shares of our common stock on a 1-for-2 basis (the “Reverse Stock Split”), and a cor
number of shares of our common stock that we are authorized to issue (the “Share Decrease”).

As a result of the Reverse Stock Split, the number of issued and outstanding shares of our common stock decreased from 6,3
Split shares to 3,153,801 post-Reverse Stock Split shares (after adjustment for any fractional shares). Pursuant to the Sha
authorized shares of our common stock decreased from 15,000,000 to 7,500,000 shares of common stock, $0.001 par value

On February 21, 2017, the Company closed an underwritten public offering of 1,410,000 units, with each unit cons
Company's common stock and one warrant to purchase one share of common stock. The underwriter exercised the over
additional warrants to purchase up to 211,500 additional shares of common stock.
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Gross proceeds to the Company from the offering, including the exercise of the over-allotment option, were approxim
deducting underwriting discounts and commissions and other offering expenses payable by the Company. Dawson James S
sole underwriter for the offering.

The shares and warrants described above were offered by Sigma Labs pursuant to a registration statement previously fi
declared effective by the Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC"). A final prospectus relating to the offering was
available on the SEC's website at http://www.sec.gov, or by contacting Dawson James: 1 N. Federal Hwy; Suite 500, Boca
Prospectus Department.

On February 14, 2017, in connection with the offering, The NASDAQ Stock M arket LLC informed the Company that it h
the Company’s common stock and warrants on The NASDAQ Capital M arket, effective as of February 15, 2017 (the "
common stock ceased trading on the OTCQB on February 15, 2017, and on such date the common stock and the
commenced trading on The NASDAQ Capital M arket under the ticker symbols “SGLB” and “SGLBW,” respectively.

On February 15, 2017, in conjunction with John Rice's appointment as a director of the Company, the Company issued
common stock, which shares will vest in four equal, successive quarterly installments beginning on the first quarterly ann
provided that an installment will not vest if M r. Rice is not a director of the Company as of the applicable quarterly anniver

On February 16, 2017, the Company and M ark J. Cola entered into an employment agreement (the "Employment Agreem
pursuant to which M r. Cola will continue to serve as the Company’s President, Chief Executive Officer and Chie
Employment Agreement became effective as of the closing of the public offering described above. Under the Employme
entitled to receive an annual base salary of $220,000, which will be subject to increase in the discretion of the board of d
Committee based on its annual assessment of M r. Cola’s performance and other factors. Pursuant to the Employment
granted M r. Cola a stock option to purchase up to 123,750 shares of our common stock under the Company's 2013
amended, vesting in equal quarterly installments over an 18-month period. The Company agreed in the Employment Agre
first and second anniversaries of the effectiveness of the Employment Agreement, M r. Cola will receive a stock option to
our common stock. Each stock option will have an exercise price equal to the closing price of our common stock on the dat
become exercisable in equal quarterly installments over an 18-month period, provided, in each case, that M r. Cola rem
Company through such vesting date.

On M arch 27, 2017, we completed funding a loan in the principal amount of $500,000 to M orf3D pursuant to a Secure
Note dated M arch 27, 2017 delivered by M orf3D to us. The loan bears interest at the rate of 7% per annum, is due and pa
2018, is secured by certain assets of M orf3D, and is convertible at our option into 10% of the outstanding shares of the
unless M orf3D exercises its right under specified circumstances to repay all principal and accrued interest on the loan
Promissory Note also contains representations, warranties, and affirmative and negative covenants of M orf3D and its p
purpose of the loan is to provide working capital to M orf3D to, among other things, lease an EOS M 400 system for M orf
production for contracts related to AM of high-precision aerospace & defense components, in furtherance of our
contemplation of a possible acquisition of or merger with M orf3D.
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